











Selectmen's Office - 926-7101
Town Clerk & Tax Collector - 926-4618
Building Inspector - 926-2664
Road Agent - 926-3735
Town Clerk Hours
Mon., Tues.,,Thurs. 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday evening 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Tax Collector Hours
Mon. 9:00 a.m. 12:00 noon
Tues. 9:00 a.m. 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
Thurs. 9:00 a.m. 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
Building Inspector Hours
Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Rubbish Disposal for Extensive Removal
Cates Rubbish, Raymond, NH
895-3177







1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Cover photo: William D. Nichols
ANNUAL REPORTS
Of The Town of
HAMPTON FALLS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the year ending
December 31, 1990
As Compiled by the Town Officers
IN MEMORIAM
Martha Robinson Batchelder was born on March 8, 1890 in Hampton Falls to David
F. and Helen (Brown) Batchelder. The family farm operated by her father was her
home all but her last five years.
Martha was a woman of quick wit and she loved talking to people always eager to
learn more about them and their interests.
Martha began her schooling in Hampton Falls and later attended Newburyport High
School. After completing high school she graduated from The School of Art at the
Worcester Massachusetts ArtMuseum. Shewas well-known for her artworkand her
paintings now hang inmany homes inHampton Falls as well as in the Town Hall and
the Library. She also was accomplished in rug hooking and in the designing of
patterns for hooking. Many of her designs are included in her published book on rug
hooking instruction.
Martha was a long-time assistant at the Hampton Falls Town Library. She started
working there with her mother, Helen, who was the town librarian for many years.
Her devotion to the library was very apparent to all and she was feted upon her
retirement in 1985.
In 1987 she was awarded the Boston Post Cane by the Hampton Falls Historical
Society for being the oldest resident in the town. She held that honor until her death
on June 3, 1990. On the occasion of her 100th birthday she received congratulations
and well wishes from her family and friends as well as greetings from the President
and Mrs. Bush and Governor Gregg.
Those of us who knew Martha were fortunate to have had the opportunity to avail
ourselves of her knowledge of Hampton Falls history and her philosophy of life.
Martha R. Batchelder
1890 - 1990
(photo by Philip Scalia)
IN MEMORIAM
Russell P. Merrill Sr. lived in Hampton Falls since his birth in 1900. His father ran
the town general store and Russell worked there from the time he was fourteen years
old. Eventually the store was turned over to him andupon his retirement, the business
was taken over by his son "Punky", until it was sold in 1985, thus ending at least 250
years of operation at the same site. There is no one in town who would not agree that
Merrill's General Store was not the major landmark in Hampton Falls. Russell could
keep you entertained for hours relating stories and anecdotes aboutpeople and things
of bygone years. In 1924 he was appointed Postmaster of the Hampton Falls Post
Office which was housed within the store and served in that capacity for thirty-eight
years.
Raising his family of five children with his wife, Elizabeth, along with keeping the
store and fulfilling his duties as Postmaster, kept Russell too busy to give much
attention to politics. However, he always had the town's matters close to his heart and
was a vocal participant atTown Meetings. Russell did serve three years as a member
of the Planning Board from 1962 to 1965.
Russell, who was predeceased by Elizabeth, died on June 3, 1990, leaving a lasting
legacy to his town as well as to his widow, Blanche, and his children, Russell Jr,
Caroline, Cynthia, Marjorie and George as well as his twenty-eight grandchildren,




Marion F. Janvrin was born in Newburyport, the daughter of George F. and Hannah
(Moulton) Merrill, and lived all her life inHampton Falls. A graduate ofHamptonAcademy
and High School she was married to Louis B. Janvrin in 1920 and occupied her time as
homemaker and mother to her children, Donald and Dorothy.
Marion, together with her sister, Elsie Cannon, and Susan Wheelock, purchased land on
KensingtonRoad and donated it to the Volunteer Fire Department for the building ofthe Fire
Station where it still stands. She was a chartermember ofthe Ladies Auxiliary ofVolunteer
Fire Department and was active for many years with this group. She was also a member of
the Hampton Falls Grange for over fifty years.
Although Marion never served in public office she gave ofherselfthrough the support ofher
husband, Louis, who served many years as a town official.
Marion was unable to get about easily the last few years of her life but that did not keep her




The Town of Hampton Falls dedicates this year's Town Report to the
Hampton Falls Recycling and Solid Waste Committee. Through their untir-
ing efforts, they have established not only an efficient recycling program but
one that has become a model for other communities in their efforts to begin
a comprehensive recycling program. The Committee is a classic example of
how citizens can become involved in town affairs and made a meaningful
contribution. The bigger bonus is that through their efforts we are all more
aware of protecting our environment. To Co-Chairman, Jonathan D. Allen
and Thomas T. Beeler, Joseph D. Melville, Susan M. Porcelli, Karen A. Roe,
Mark A. Thompson, we thank you for your accomplishments.
The town of Hampton Falls also dedicates this year's Town Report to our
residents who are involved in Operation Desert Storm and the GulfWar. We
wish you Godspeed, and a safe return. Thank you all.
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of the TOWN ofHAMPTON FALLS
Incorporated - 1722
Population - 1503 Land Area - 14.5 sq. miles
Registered voters as of October 27, 1990 - 1 161
Town Elections - Second Tuesday in March
Town Meeting - Friday following Town Elections
Type of Government - Town Meeting
Miles of Streets -30.51
Parcels of Land- 1087
Tax Rate - 1987 - 11.00 per $1000
1988 - 12.40 per $1000
1989 - 13.47 per $1000
1990 - 13.95 per $1000





























SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST




Richard B. Merrill, Sr.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Andrew C. Christie Jr. Chief (Retired)
Dean R. Glover, Chief (Appointed)





John H. McEachern, HI
HEALTH OFFICER
PERCOLATION & SEPTIC SYSTEM INSPECTOR
Steven P. Sicard (Resigned)




Allan F. Rush (Resigned)
Douglas D. Darlington (Appointed)
SCHOOL BOARD










TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
William A. Jassmond Jr. Term expires 1993
Dorothy M. Dail Term expires 1991
J. Timothy Samway Term expires 1992
TRUSTEES OF THE LIBRARY
Jeanne C. Batchelder,Chrp. Term expires 1992
Betty H. Merrill Term expires 1991
Richard Chace Term expires 1993
Maryarm Kasprzak Term expires 1993
Shirley Gustavson Term expires 1991
Sharada L. Allen Term expires 1992
Nathaniel Lyon (Selectmen's Representative)
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Mona Nason, Chrp. Term expires 1992
Richard O. Bohm Term expires 1992
Christopher G. Biggi Term expires 1992
Thomas W. Parker Term expires 1993
Mark Thompson Term expires 1993
Thomas T. Beeler (Alt.) Term expires 1991
Jon E. Cade (Alt.) Term expires 1992
Michael J. Chema (Alt.) Term expires 1993
Kaylene Graham (Secretary)
CONSERVATION COMMISSION








Kenneth D. Allen Term expires 1992
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Ralph E. Foster Term expires 1994
Steven M. Walker Term expires 1992
SELECTMEN'S REPRESENTATIVE
SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
Robert W. Batchelder
J. Andrew Melville (Alt.)
Winthrop D. Comley (Alt.)
PLANNING BOARD
Allan L. Levinson, Chrp. Term expires 1992
David D. Coffin Term expires 1991
Ann C. Keohan Term expires 1991
Steven M. Walker Term expires 1992
Lee W. Fritter Term expires 1993
Ralph E. Foster Term expires 1993
Abigail Tonry (Alt.) Term expires 1993
Thomas T. Beeler (Alt.) Term expires 1993
Jonathan D. Allen Selectmen's Representative
Stephen N. Rous Alt. Selectmen's Rep.
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ORDINANCES
Permits obtained from Planning Board
For the cutting of trees, widening, telephone poles, road changes on desig-
nated scenic roads which are:
Sanborn Road Curtis Road Brown Road
Frying Pan Lane Stard Road Dodge Road
Drinkwater Road Goodwin Road Mill Lane
Parsonage Road Old Stage Road
Depot Road Brimmer Lane
Crank Road Towle Farm Road
Nason/Cross Road King Street
For the placement, size and lighting of signs
For sub-division and building developments
For site plan reviews for non-residential developments
For checking structural requirements for swimming pool fencing
Permits obtained from Town Clerk
Dog licenses. Proof of rabies shot must be submitted. Dogs must be under
owner's control at all times. Police Chief will enforce ordinance.
Dredge and Fill permits. RSA 439-A defines freshwater areas where no
digging, filling or other modification which will cause any pollution is
allowed.
Temporary Signs. See ARTICLE IV - - SIGNS AND SPECIAL REGULA-
TIONS, Section 3 - Signs of the Hampton Falls Zoning Ordinance.
Intent to cut permits for timber harvest must be obtained before cutting is
begun.
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Driveway permits must be obtained before driveway construction is begun
and before building permit can be issued.
Yard sales must be registered prior to sale. Two yard sales allowed per year.
No fee.
Pistol permits. Application received from Town Clerk. Permits issued by
Police Chief.
Permits obtained from Building Inspector
Building or modifying any building on the flood plain.
Building permits. No construction begun before applying and paying fee to
Building Inspector Daniel W. DeWitt during his business hours at his home
at 36 Brimmer Lane on Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Phone number 926-
2664.
Permanent or substantial structures to be erected near any roadside. Con-
struction of any fencing, barriers, stone walls must leave a 25 foot clearance
on either side from center line of road.
New furnace inspection and permit.
Permits obtained from Percolation Inspector
Septic system permit and approval. No construction begun on building until
Town and State approval is received. Mark J. Coellner, Inspector, 926-6372
Permits obtained from Fire Warden
Open burning permit. Fires will be kindled only with a written permit
regardless of time, location or weather conditions. Permits may be approved
by the Town Fire Warden or Deputy Wardens and picked up at Dodge's
Agway (926-2253). Upon issuance the permit location, name and time of fire
will be immediately phoned into the fire dispatch. All outside fires purposely
kindled without a permit will be extinguished by the Fire Department at a
minimum cost of $ 100 to the person responsible for starting the fire or to the
landowner who allowed the fire to be started.
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Hampton Falls, NH Town Meeting Minutes
March 13, 1990
The meeting was opened by Moderator Richard Bohm at 10:00 a.m. The
salute to the flag was given by those present. The Moderator exhibited the
ballot boxes and then secured them. TheTown Clerkunsealed the ballots and
they were counted to ascertain the number provided for voting. Mr. Bohm
proceeded to read the School District Warrant and the Town Warrant. The
ballots were then delivered to the ballot clerks. The polls were declared open
at 10:08 a.m, and the voting continued throughout the day. Pursuant to RSA
659:49, the Moderator processed the absentee ballots at 3: 15 p.m. The polls
were closed by the Moderator at 8:00 p.m. with the following results:
It was ascertained that 466 votes were cast out of 1 132 registered voters on
the checklist.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
(On the Official Ballot)
SELECTMAN FOR 3 YEARS (Vote for One) Votes
Thomas T. Beeler 214
Nathaniel C. Lyon* 235
Newell M. Eaton, Jr. (write-ins) 7
Scattered 1
SELECTMAN FOR 1 YEAR (Vote for One)
Jonathan D. Allen* 364
Scattered 8
TOWN CLERK FOR 3 YEARS (Vote for One)
Holly E. Knowles* 427
Scattered 2
TAX COLLECTOR FOR 3 YEARS (Vote for One)
Ruth D. Blatchford* 435
TOWN MODERATOR FOR 2 YEARS (Vote for One)
Mark J. Coellner* 386
J. Timothy Samway (write-ins) 16
Scattered 3
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PLANNING BOARD FOR 3 YEARS (Vote for Two)
Ralph E. Foster* 345
Lee W. Fritter* 317
Scattered 5
PLANNING BOARD FOR 1 YEAR (Vote for One)
Ann C. Keohan* 367
Scattered 2
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS FOR 3 YEARS (Vote for One)
William A. Jassmond, Jr.* 400




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST FOR 6 YEARS (Vote for One)
Verna P. Pevear* 414
Scattered 1
*Denotes declared winners
The ballots were sealed and delivered to the Town Clerk.
The meeting was adjourned until Friday, March 16, 1990, at 7:30 p.m. by the
Moderatorat 10:50p.m. onamotionby Kenneth Allen, secondedby Suzanne
Breiseth, Passed.
The adjourned Town Meeting was called to order by Moderator, Richard
Bohm, at 7:30 p.m., Friday, March 16, 1990. The salute to the flag was given
by those present.
Mr. Bohm asked that all non-registered voters sit along the sides of the
gymnasium.
Mr. Bohm read the results of the March 13th election ofTown officials. He
mentioned that all the Warrant Articles on the Official Ballot had passed and
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asked if anyone wanted him to read those results. Receiving no response, he
informed those present that he had on hand the results of the School District
election and the Winnacunnet Cooperative election as well.
Mr. Bohm then recognized Kenneth Allen, Chairman of the Selectmen, who
made the motion to dedicate the meeting to the late Selectman, William
Marston, seconded by S. Breiseth, Passed. A moment of silence in Mr.
Marston's memory followed.
Mr. Allen also recognized RichardBohm who is retiring from his position as
Town Moderator after 3 1 years by presenting him with a gavel plaque in his
honor. Mr. Bohm received a round of applause.
Mr. Allen also presented retiring Suzanne Breiseth with a framed picture of
Town Hall and thanked her for her 7 years of service on the Board of
Selectmen.
The Moderator made the following rulings:
1
.
Once an article taken up in the budget or in the warrant is finished no
further action may be taken on it with the exception of one reconsid-
eration in case of error or misunderstanding.
2. There will be a limit of 2 amendments to any article or any motion or
part of a specific article.
3. Any lengthy motion shall be submitted to the Moderator in writing.
4. The Chair will recognize first a sponsor of any article or item in the
warrant.
5. All speakers must be recognized by the Moderator and address their
remarks through the Chair.
6. Anyone recognized to speak is to use one of the two microphones
provided on the floor.
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Mr. Bohm then recognized Mr. Allen who briefly explained the budget
process to those present. The total '90 figure of$779,000 represents a 3.89%
increase over the '89 figure of $750,000. Mr. Allen said that for every
$ 168,000 raised, this will be $ 1 on the tax rate. He informed those present that
the line items will be taken up one by one.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLEm
- DISTRICT REGULATIONS - Section 3 - Agricultural-Residence District
("A" District) , Section 3.2 Special Conditions of the Zoning Ordinance, as
proposed by the Planning Board, by changing the phrase "home craft type
operations" in the first sentence to "home craft operations," so that "home
occupations" will be limited to sale items which are crafted in the home, in
amended form to read:
3.2 Special Conditions
"Home occupation" shall be limited to personal service and home craft
operations contained solely within a structure on the premises involved,
except for a permitted sign and do not include:
- commercial or quasi-commercial repairs to automobiles or other
motorized vehicles, including parts thereof, or the storage outside of
any structure or the display ofany unregistered motor vehicles or parts
thereof, whether or not the property ofthe owner(s) or occupant(s); nor
- the display in any yard area of goods for sale; however, the following
are specifically permitted:
- "yard", "garage", or "barn" sales, which shall be limited to not more
than two successive days at any single location and which shall not
approach to less than twenty-five (25) feet from any road or street,
provided that such activities must conform to stipulations of the
Hampton Falls Yard Sale Ordinances as adopted July 1 1, 1975; and,
- the incidental and private sale of motor vehicles, boats or other
recreational vehicles, or farm vehicles and equipment, but only if the
property of the owner(s) or occupant(s) of the premises involved.
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None of the foregoing shall apply with respect to any operation usual and
normal to a Farm Use under (3.15) above, nor to a use permitted under (3.16)
above.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 279 No 148
ARTICLE 2 Passed
ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE III
- DISTRICT REGULATIONS - Section 6 - Non-Conforming Uses - of the
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, by adding a sentence
(highlighted) to Section 6.3, in amended form to read:
6.3 A non-conforming building may not be structurally or otherwise altered
ifsuch alteration shall change the use ofthe building, increase the size ofany
non-conforming use of the building, or increase the non-conforming use of
the building. An existing non-conforming use shall not be intensified or
expanded.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 278 No 144
ARTICLE 3 Passed
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE in
- DISTRICT REGULATIONS - Section 7 - Floodplain Overlay District - of
the Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board by adding in its
entirety the Hampton Falls Floodplain Development Ordinance in accor-
dance with RSA 674: 16, in amended form to read:
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 282 No 121
ARTICLE 4 Passed
Please refer to the Town Warrant in the 1989 Town Report for the full text
of ARTICLE 4.
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ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE IV
- SIGNS AND SPECIAL REGULATIONS - Section 3.2 - In "B" District -
ofthe Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, by deleting the
words "per year" from the sentences in subsections 3.2131 and 3.2231 —
Temporary Signs — in amended form to read:
3.21 Sign Ordinance for Single Business in Zone B.
3.213 Temporary Signs
3.2131 A single temporary sign may be used as a free-standing sign for
90 days.
3.22 Sign Ordinance for Multi-Business Sites
3.223 Temporary Signs
3.223 1 A single temporary sign may be used as a free-standing sign for
90 days.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 307 No 117
ARTICLE 5 Passed
ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE V
- EXCAVATIONS - of the Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning
Board by deleting in its entirety Section 1 - Definitions and Section 2 - Permit
Required - and replacing them with a new Section 1 and Section 2, in
amended form to read:
Adoption
The Town of Hampton Falls hereby adopts the provisions of N.H. RSA
Chapter 155-E and certain regulations as authorized under N.H. RSA
Chapter 155-E: 1 1, adopted as follows:
Section 1 - Definitions
1.1 "Earth" means sand, gravel, rock, soil or construction aggregate.
1.2 "An excavation" means a land area which is used or has been used,
for the taking of earth, including all slopes. "Excavation" is the removal of
30 yards or more of earth of any type from any parcel of land.
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1.3 "Regulator" means the Planning Board of the Town of Hampton
Falls.
1 .4 Existing operations. Any owners of an existing excavation in use as
ofAugust 24, 1979, may continue such existing excavation without a permit,
but shall perform restoration in compliance with Section 5 within a reason-
able period following the intended cessation of the excavation or any
completed section thereof.
Section 2 - Permit Required
No owner shall permit any movement of earth on his premises without first
obtaining a permit therefore, except:
2.
1
Excavation that is incidental to the lawful construction or alteration
of a building or structure or the lawful construction or alteration of a parking
lot or way including a driveway on a portion of the premises where removal
occurs.
2.2 Minor alterations that are incidental to agricultural or silvacultural
activities, normal landscaping or minor topographical adjustment and which
entail no removal of earth from the parcel.
2.21 No topographical alterations are to occur within 10 feet of a
property boundary without first obtaining a permit from the Office of the
Selectmen, such permit to require the mutual agreement of all concerned
abutters.
2.3 Excavation from an area contiguous to or from contiguous land in
common ownership with, stationary manufacturing and processing plants in
operation as of August 24, 1979, which use earth obtained from such area.
2.4 Excavation from a granite quarry.
2.5 Excavation performed, exclusively for the lawful construction, re-
construction or maintenance of a Class I, II, HI, IV or V highway by a unit
of government which has a contract for the construction, reconstruction or
maintenance of the highway, provided that a copy of the pit agreement
executedby the owner, the agentand the governmental unit shall be filedwith
and accepted by the regulator prior to start ofexcavation, but such excavation
shall not be exempt from the provisions of Sections 4 and 9 herein.
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(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 287 No 127
ARTICLE 6 Passed
ARTICLE 7: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE X
- DEFINITIONS - of the Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning
Board, by adding the words "(10 feet by 20 feet)" to the definition of Parking
Space , in amended form to read:
Parking Space. An off-street space available for the parking of one
motor vehicle and having an area of not less than 200 square feet (10
feet by 20 feet) not including the driveways and passageways
appurtenant thereto and giving access thereto, and having direct
access to a public way.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 300 No 115
ARTICLE 7 Passed
ARTICLE 8: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to ARTICLE XI
- ADMINISTRATION - Section 3 - Board of Adjustment - of the Zoning
Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board by deleting in its entirety
Section 3.36 and replacing it with a new Section 3.36, in amended form to
read:
3.36 An exception may be granted to any person who desires to store or
maintain no more than two commercial or industrial vehicles upon property
where that person is a resident in the "A" District. Such an exception may
only be granted as a convenience to that person for the incidental storage and/
or maintenance of vehicles and the related tools or trade, customarily
associated with that person's principal occupation.
In determining whether to grant such an exception, the Board of Adjustment
shall find that;
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3.361 The proposed storage/maintenance will not create a hazard or a
nuisance to the surrounding properties, or to the community.
3.362 The storage/maintenance will be limited to motor vehicles,
trailer mounted equipment, and portable tools of trade only.
3.363 At no time shall any commercial operation of any vehicle(s),
equipment, or tools of trade, occur except for that required to move such
vehicle(s), equipment or tools of trade on and offthe property where they are
to be stored.
3.364 In the event that the Board of Adjustment shall decide to grant
such exception, the Board of Adjustment is empowered to impose any
conditions, limitation or terms as it may find necessary, whether or not
contained in the application, or assented to by the applicant, including the
condition that the granting of any such exception shall be subject to review
by the Building Inspector from time to time.
3.365 None of the foregoing shall apply with respect to any operation
usual and normal to an Agricultural Use as identified in ARTICLE m. 3. 15.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Yes 278 No 130
ARTICLE 8 Passed
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,042,500 (gross budget) for the construction and original equipping of
a Public Safety Building, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$1,000,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize theTown officials
to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of $42,500 from the Fire
Station Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose.
Motion by Kenneth Allen to adoptARTICLE 9 as read, seconded by Andrew
Christie.
Mr. Allen asked for a report from Charles Graham, Building Study Commit-
tee. Mr. Graham listed the members of the committee and gave a brief
overview of how the committee arrived at the proposed plan.
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Mr. Allen made the motion to allow architect, Tom Wallace, to speak;
seconded by Francis Ferreira, Jr., Passed. Mr. Wallace explained the layout
of the site as well as the layout of the inside ofthe proposed structure by way
of a slide presentation.
Fire Chief Robert Woodes was recognized and explained the fire depart-
ment's reasons for needing a new and larger fire station.
Deputy Police Chief, Dean Glover, was recognized and spoke ofthe crowded
conditions in the present police offices.
Mr. Bohm acknowledged Kenneth Allen's request to explain the costs ofthe
project as well as the Board's reasons as to why this appears to be a good time
to proceed with this project. Taxes would not be affected until 1991 and the
impact on the tax rate would be $ 1 for each $ 168,000. A total of $ 1,063,000
is needed for the project. A $ 1 ,000,000 bond wouldbe needed to makeup the
difference of what is already in the capital reserve fund, etc.; and those bond
proceeds would be reinvested with the dividends used to defray costs.
(2/3 Vote Required)
(Yes & No Paper Ballot)
(Polls open for One Hour)
(from 9:10 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.)
Yes 147 No 104
ARTICLE 9 did NOT pass (not 2/3 vote)
ARTICLE 10: To see iftheTown will vote to acceptfrom theHampton Falls
Volunteer Fire Department the proceeds from the sale of the Fire Station on
Kensington Road, such funds to be used by the Town for defraying the costs
of fire protection.
Motion by Robert Woodes to pass over ARTICLE 10 as read, seconded by
John Dodge. Passed.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of the
Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1987 and known as the Land Purchase
Capital Reserve Fund, and to transfer the funds to the Capital Reserve Fund,
known as the Fire Station Fund and established in 1985.
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Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 1 1 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen.
(2/3 Vote Required)
Yes all but 3 No 3
ARTICLE 11 Passed
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$24,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Fire TruckFund,
to buy a fire truck.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 12 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$96,000 to purchase a new tire truck, and to authorize the withdrawal from
the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Fire Truck Fund, established for that
purpose.
Motion by Robert Woodes to pass over ARTICLE 13 as read, seconded by
John Dodge. Passed.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,500 to purchase equipment for the new fire truck and to authorize the
withdrawal of $7,500 from the Fire Department Equipment Fund for that
purpose.
Motion by Robert Woodes to pass over ARTICLE 14 as read, seconded by
John Dodge. Passed.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise such sums of money as
may be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same.
1. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the amended sum
of $76,700 (down from $77,000) for Town Officers Salary, seconded
by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
2. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
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$28,000 for Town Officers' Expenses, seconded by Kenneth Allen.
Passed.
3. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for Election and Registration Expenses, seconded by Suzanne Bre-
iseth. Passed.
4. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,600
for Cemeteries, seconded by S. Breiseth. Passed.
5. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 for General Government Buildings, seconded by Kenneth
Allen. Passed.
6. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of$500 for
Town Clock, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
7. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,700
for Planning & Zoning, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
8. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 for Legal Expenses, seconded by Thomas Beeler. Passed.
9. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000
for Regional Associations, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
10. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,400
for Contingency Fund, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
15. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$105,000 for Police Department, seconded by Kenneth Allen. Passed.
16. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 15,000
for Fire Department, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
17. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000
for Civil Defense, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
19. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,500 for Fuel, seconded by Kenneth Allen. Passed.
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23. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 15,000 for Town Maintenance, seconded by Kenneth Allen. Passed.
25. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,250 for Street Lighting, seconded by Thomas Beeler. Passed.
31. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of
$130,600 for Solid Waste, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
37. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 12,200
for Health Department, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
41. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,950 for Mosquito Control, seconded by Kenneth Allen. Passed.
44. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
for General Assistance, seconded by Kenneth Allen. Passed.
49. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate thesum of$34,870
for Library, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
5 1
.
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of $400
for Patriotic Purposes, seconded by Thomas Beeler. Passed.
52. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of $210
for Conservation Commission, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
53. Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300
for Town Common, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
55. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 for Principal of Long-Term Bonds and Notes, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
56. Motion by Thomas Beeler to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,260




Motion by Kenneth Allen to raise and appropriate thesum of$ 1 9, 100
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for Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Notes, seconded by Thomas
Beeler. Passed.
79. Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 16,500 forFICA, Retirement& Pension Contributions, secondedby
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
80. MotionbyThomas Beeler to raise and appropriate thesum of$43,400
for Insurance, seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 16 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
ARTICLE 17: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:28, V and VI for an
optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for
veterans seeking the exemption? The optional veterans' exemption is $100,
rather than $50.
.
Motion by Kenneth Allen to adopt ARTICLE 17 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth.
(Yes & No Paper Ballot)
J. Timothy Samway was recognized by the moderator and made the follow-
ing motion: To amendARTICLE 17 that this body vote to allow a hand vote,
seconded by Russell Merrill. Passed.
ARTICLE 17 Passed.
ARTICLE 18: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an
optional property tax exemption on residential property for a service-
connected total disability? The optional disability exemption is $1,400,
rather than $700.
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 18 as read, seconded by
Andrew Christie.
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(Yes & No Paper Ballot)
J. Timothy Samway was recognized by the Moderator and made the follow-
ing motion: To amend ARTICLE 1 8 that this body vote to allow a hand vote,
seconded by Robert Batchelder. Passed.
ARTICLE 18 Passed.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$6,100 for the purchase of a computer and municipal accounting software
package for the processing of financial transactions for the Town.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 19 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
Yes all but 3 No 3
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,000 for the restoration of old town records.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 20 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
ARTICLE 21: Upon petition ofGrace W. Perkins and 16 other legal voters:
To see if the Town will vote to make it mandatory that microphones be used
at all public meetings conducted by elected and appointed Town boards and
commissions, also that two microphones be placed on the floor and at least
two at the presiding table.
Motion by Grace Perkins to see if the Town will vote to make it mandatory
that microphones be used at all Town ofHampton Falls public meetings and
hearings held in the main hall of the Town Hall and any other large room,
auditorium, or gymnasium. Also that two microphones be placed on the floor
and at least two at the presiding table, seconded by Francis Ferreira, Jr.
Passed.
ARTICLE 22: Upon petition of Francis J. Ferreira, Jr. and 10 other legal
voters: To see if the Town will vote to keep the annual payment system for
property taxes.
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Motion by Francis Ferreira, Jr. to adopt ARTICLE 22 as read, seconded by
Richard Aldrich.
Yes 50 No 63 (hand count)
ARTICLE 22 did NOT pass
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$4,500 to purchase two portable radios and one mobile radio for the Police
Department.
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 23 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000 to defray the costs for the purchase of a first response rescue
vehicle, the balance of funds for the purchase to be donated by the Hampton
Falls Volunteer Fire Department.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 24 as read, seconded by John
Dodge. Passed.
The hour being 11:30 p.m. a motion was made by Francis Ferreira, Jr. to
adjourn this Town Meeting until 7:30 p.m. tomorrow evening, seconded by
Richard Aldrich.
Yes 30 No 39
Motion to adjourn til tomorrow did NOT pass
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,500 as a contribution towards the following human service organiza-
tions which provide services to residents of Hampton Falls (all have been
funded in previous years):
Big Brother/Big Sister $1,100
FISH 150
Ritchie McFarland 250
Rockingham Counseling Center 650
Seacoast Hospice 750
Seacoast Mental Health 600
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Motion by Kenneth Allen to adopt ARTICLE 25 as read, seconded by Marie
Janvrin. Passed.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$700 as a contribution towards the following human service organizations
which provide services to residents of Hampton Falls (all are first time
requests for funding):
Area Homemakers Home Health $150
Rockingham County Nutrition Program 100
Women's Resource Center 450
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 26 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $200 as a contribution toward the cost of an Emergency Van for the
Seacoast Red Cross.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 27 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
ARTICLE 28: To see iftheTown will vote to ratify the Hampton Falls Solid
Waste Ordinance, as adopted by the Board of Selectmen on January 9, 1990.
Motion by Kenneth Allen to amend ARTICLE 28 to add a paragraph to
Section I of the Solid Waste Ordinance as follows:
The dumping of solid waste by a roadside or at any site or in a manner other
than provided for in this ordinance shall be subject to the penalties as outlined
in Section HE.
Seconded by Robert Batchelder. Passed.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Library Building
Fund, for the purpose of the expansion of the Library.
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 29 as read, seconded by
Betty Merrill. Passed.
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ARTICLE 30: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Conservation
Land Fund, to purchase land for open space purposes.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 30 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to designate and proclaim April
22, 1990, as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that day for public activities
promoting preservation of the global environment and launching the "Dec-
ade of the Environment."
Motion by Kenneth Allen to adopt ARTICLE 31 as read, seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Passed.
ARTICLE 32: Whereas it is the duty and responsibility oftheTown's public
officials to insure the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of Hampton
Falls.
To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen and other appropriate
Town officials to participate in the emergency response planning process in
the event that the Seabrook Nuclear Plant receives a full power license and
to develop and implement emergency response plans for the Town in the
event of a nuclear emergency situation.
Motion by Suzanne Breiseth to adopt ARTICLE 32 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen.
Following discussion, a motion was made by Robert Batchelder to amend
ARTICLE 32 to add the words "or any other" to the last sentence between the
words "nuclear" and "emergency", seconded by Tracy Healey. Passed.
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the state, federal or
another governmental unit or private source which becomes available during
the year in accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
Motion by Thomas Beeler to adopt ARTICLE 33 as read, seconded by
Kenneth Allen. Passed.
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ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote that the Selectmen may accept
any and all legacies, gifts, grants, and subsidies to the Town in Trust or
otherwise.
Motion by Kenneth Allen to adoptARTICLE 34 as read, seconded by Russell
Merrill. Passed.
ARTICLE 35: To transact any other business as may legally come before
this meeting.
Motion by Francis Ferreira, Jr.:
Let it be entered into the record of this meeting that the Town ofHampton
Falls salutes Martha Batchelder on the occasion of her 100th birthday.
It is more important to recognize public servants while they are with us
than to prepare flowery eulogies after they are gone. I wish, therefore, to offer
the following resolution:
Whereas living in a small town is like having a bank account; you cannot
take out without putting in
And whereas Charles I. Akerman, Jr. and Richard O. Bohm have both
served as brilliant examples of this concept
And whereas Charles I. Akerman, Jr. has served Hampton Falls as a Town
Auditor, Custodian of the Town Hall and Library, caretaker of the Town
Clock, Library Trustee, and Supervisor of the Checklist
And whereas Richard O. Bohm has served Hampton Falls as a Town
Auditor, Town Moderator, and continues to serve on the Board of Adjust-
ment
Be it resolved that the Town of Hampton Falls, in Town Meeting
assembled, gives a rising vote of thanks to Charles I. Akerman, Jr. and
Richard O. Bohm for their years of service to our Town.
Moved when this meeting is adjourned, it be dissolved in the memory of
William "Bill" Marston, Selectman, Friend, and Neighbor.
Seconded by many. Passed.
Donald Janvrin thanked resident Kathryn Allen for her services as present
town librarian.
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Suzanne Breisethnominated Allen and LisaRush to be the 1990Hog Reevers
and Keepers of the Pound. Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The nominations
were declared closed and the Rushes were elected to the office. The Town
Clerk swore the couple into their office and they received their badge of
office.
Francis Ferreira, Jr. moved that the meeting be closed. Seconded by many.
The Moderator declared the meeting closed at 12:22 p.m.





Town Officers' Salaries $ 76,700
Town Officers' Expenses 28,000
Election & Registration Expenses 2,500
Cemeteries 2,600
General Government Buildings 10,000
Town Clock 500




















Princ. of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 25,000
Interest Exp-Long-Term Bonds/Notes 4,260
Interest Exp-Tax Anticip. Notes 19,100
FICA, Retirement & Pension Contr. 16,500
Insurance 43,400
Art. 12—Fire Truck Fund 24,000
Art. 19—Computer/Munic. Acct. Sftwr. 6,100
Art. 20—Restoration of Town Records 1 ,000
Art. 23—Radios-Police Dept. 4,500
Art. 24—Rescue Vehicle 15,000
Art. 25—Human Services (Old) 3,500
Art. 26—Human Services (New) 700
Art. 27—American Red Cross 200
Art. 29—Library Building Fund 5,000




The past yearhas proven to be a relatively quiet year for theTown ofHampton
Falls. Despite the downturn in the economy, several sub-divisions began
construction which kept the Board busy with bonding agreements and other
legal matters.
On September 1, 1990, the Board swore in new Police Chief Dean Glover,
replacing Andrew "Spizz" Christie. We are fortunate to have Dean Glover
and new Deputy Police Chief William Nickles on board to replace retiring
Chief Christie. We look forward to working closely with Dean Glover and
also wish the best to "Spizz" in his retirement.
Picking up where the Municipal Building Committee left off, the Board,
along with the Police Chiefand Fire Chief, met with prospective engineering
firms in a re-design of the proposed Municipal Safety Complex. The Board
selected Kimball Chase Company of Portsmouth. After several meetings
with all parties involved, the Board presented the revised plans to the
residents during a public informational hearing on January 7, 1991. By
modifying the design submitted by the Municipal Building Committee, we
have managed to reduce the scope ofthe proposed building thereby reducing
construction costs. The Board supports the concept of a Municipal Safety
Complex and asks the voters to support this much needed facility.
The Selectmen were honored to take part in the recognition of three local
boys, Raymund Champagne, John English and Ryan Knowles who achieved
the rank of Eagle Scout during 1990. We should all feel very proud of them
for their accomplishments.
One of the on-going concerns of the Board is the effort to keep taxes low and
to make sure that every cent ofthe taxpayer's money is spent in a responsible
manner. One of the key elements to keeping taxes low is the amount of
volunteer services available to perform many of the functions of the various
committees, departments and boards inHampton Falls.We are very fortunate
to have a number of dedicated residents who are willing to donate their time
and effort to these worthy roles. The Board would like to thank all of those
residents who currently are active in volunteer service and thank all of you
who have served in the past. Any residents who would like to offer their
services are encouraged to contact the Selectmen for any vacancies.








Looking back on 1990, as the year progressed, the building activity and land
development showed a continual downturn. The subdivision known as
Wellington Farms, however, took shape during this time. What was initially
proposed as a campground, and then a golfcourse, saw completion ofthe first
oftwo phases of a 40+ house lot subdivision, with lots and homes offered for
sale prior to the end of 1990.
In preparation for revising the Master Plan, a subcommittee headed by Tom
Beeler created a very complete questionnaire, then arranged for the distribu-
tion and collection of these questionnaires with primary distribution being
accomplished at the Town Hall on Election Day. Approximately 500 ques-
tionnaires that were submitted were compiled. This information is serving as
a key source in the revising of the Master Plan, as the Planning Board strives
to point the town in the direction the residents have expressed.
An area that got some ofthe citizenry out on some cold winter nights was that
ofexpanding the Business District. A subcommittee led by SteveWalkermet
numerous times over the past year. This committee was comprised of
members from the Planning Board, and also some from the business commu-
nity, with an approximate 1 : 1 ratio. After a very thorough and complete study
ofthe Route 1 district, an excellent presentationwas made at a public hearing.
Subsequent hearings took place, with the end result being the Planning Board
offering to the voting public a well-thought-out proposal for the Town
Warrant.
In dealing with a large subdivision in a rather tight economy, and also, having
to deal with other subdivisions that have failed financially, different areas
regarding bonding, letter of credit, etc., came to light in which we need to be
better prepared. As this year winds down, a Planning Board subcommittee,
in conjunction with Eric Small, Administraive Assistant, are reviewing
various situations that have taken place in order to better protect the town.
The Board wants to thank all of the members of the Town of Hampton Falls
who helped us when called upon.
Hampton Falls Planning Board
Allan L. Levinson, Chairman
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BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT




14 Garages, sheds, etc.
26 Additions or alterations
lPool
1 Demolition



















The Commercial Expansion Subcommittee continued itswork in 1990. Maps
were prepared fromTownTaxMaps and analyzed for potential areas suitable
for expanded commercial use. Monthly meetings this year were held at the
Town Hall as well as in the field. Committee members walked over lands that
appeared suitable from the Tax Map's Soils Overlay. The Subcommittee
received technical assistance from the Rockingham Planning Commission
through Sarah Campbell, Senior Planner. In June our deliberations began to
focus on the Route One area. It was the opinion of the Subcommittee that the
Town should examine the area we already have for business use before
looking to create entirely new business zones. A plan to increase the size of
the existing "B" Districtwas developed and presented to theTown in the form
of a zoning amendment at the November 5, 1990 Planning Board Meeting.
The amendment appears on this year's Town Warrant. The Plan is on display
in the Town Hall. All citizens are urged to familiarize themselves with this
proposed zoning amendment. Questions about the plan should be directed to
either myself or other Subcommittee members.
Although our Subcommittee is very large, with representation from the
Planning Board, citizen members, the Board of Selectmen, and the business
community, it is somewhat disappointing to note that in all of our 1990
Subcommittee meetings (duly posted and properly convened) only once did
an interested citizen attend.
I would like to sincerely thank the members of the Commercial Expansion
Subcommittee for their time, their commitment, and their interest in serving
the Town of Hampton Falls.
Respectfully submitted,
Steven Walker, Chairman
Members of the Commercial Expansion Subcommittee
Allan Levinson Nathaniel Lyon
Lee Fritter Alice Tonry
Ann Keohan Charles Graham







The last Capital Improvement Program report cited the need for the eventual
expansion of the offices at the Town Hall. The two offices in the front of the
Town Hall are used by the Town Clerk, Deputy Town Clerk, Tax Collector,
Clerk to the Tax Collector, Bookkeeper, Administrative Assistant, Select-
men, and Secretary to the Administrative Assistant. There just is not enough
space to permit these town officials and employees to work effectively.
Should theTown Meeting vote to approve the construction ofa Public Safety
Complex, the Police Department would vacate its two rooms to the rear ofthe
Town Hall, making this space available for office space. In addition, this
move would provide more storage space for town records on the second floor
to the rear of the Town Hall.
This rearrangement of office space would alleviate the need for any building
addition to the Town Hall for many years.
Copier
A Mita copier was purchased for use at the Town Hall in 1985. An average
of40,000 copies are made per year— exceeding its design. As a result, it was
reconditioned this year with the hope it would last another year at this high
volume usage. Should the Town approve the Public Safety Complex, it will
be donated to the Police Department. The cost of a new copier is estimated
at $5,000.
Town Records
The Town has embarked on a program of restoring the old vital statistics and
town meeting records. Eachbookmustbe de-acidified, restored and rebound.
This restoration work guarantees the books for 200 years.
In 1990, several thousand loose town records were discovered in the attic of
the Town Hall. The Historical Society organized them chronologically by
subject matter. A fire proof filing cabinet was purchased for the storage of
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these records, and it is recommended these records be placed on microfilm.
One copy would be available to the public for research purposes. The cost for
microfilming is estimated at $3,000, with $ 1 ,500 being proposed in 199 1 and
the remainder the following year.
FIRE PROTECTION
Public Safety Complex
The Town needs new facilities for its Fire and Police departments. The Fire
Station on Route 84 is over forty years old. New fire trucks cannot fit into the
existing bays. The land at this site is too small for building an addition and
there is inadequate space for parking.
Hampton Falls relies heavily upon the assistance of other fire departments to
help fight fires in town. During a fire, a neighboring town's fire truck is
stationed at our FireHouse as a backup in case ofanother fire in town. No area
fire truck can fit into our station. It poses a problem for Hampton Falls, as
tanker trucks should not be exposed to freezing temperatures.
The Police Department, on the otherhand, has two full time and five part time
officers. They work out of a two room office of a little more than 300 square
feet. There is insufficientroom for conducting business, for storing evidence,
and for conducting confidential interviews.
In order for the public safety departments to operate efficiently and effec-
tively, more space is needed. This year the Town Meeting will be asked to
vote on a proposal to build a Public Safety Complex at the cost of $ 595,000.
$40,000 will be taken from the Fire Station Building Fund to offset this cost.
The voters will be asked to approve a bond issue of $555,000. Should this
bond issue be approved, construction would begin in July and it is anticipated
the facility will be ready for use by the Spring of 1992.
Fire Truck
The Fire Department needs two new fire trucks with larger water holding and
pumping capacity. It now relies on 1969, 1974 and 1979 model trucks. To
date, the Town has accumulated about $96,000 in the Fire Truck Capital
Reserve Fund by raising money annually. Another $24,000 appropriation is
recommended for this year's budget. Voters will be asked to authorize the
withdrawal of $120,000 from this fund for the purchase of one vehicle.
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An article will appear on the warrant, asking the Town to accept from the
Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department the proceeds from the sale of the
Fire Station on Route 84. The Fire Department has earmarked the proceeds
from this sale to purchase the second tire truck.
CONSERVATION
Land Capital Reserve Fund
The Town should be prepared to acquire important natural lands or develop-
ment rights as they become available. The Town should continue to fund a
reserve at a level high enough to take advantage of any opportunities as they
may arise.
TheTown has created a Land Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose ofhaving
a fund available for the eventual purchase of land for conservation purposes.
The current fund totals $22,300.
POLICE
Cruisers
The Police Department has two police cruisers. It would like to replace the
1985 cruiser in 1991, and thereafter replace a cruiser every three years. The
cost for a new cruiser with radar is estimated at $16,300.
HIGHWAY & BRIDGES
Road Paving
In our effort to improve existing roads and bridges, expenditures other than
general maintenance, must be expected. The Highway Department has
identified paving projects for 199 1, estimated at $43,000, which will include
King Street, Sanborn Road and Toppan Lane.
CEMETERIES
New Cemetery
It is recommended that a fund be established to anticipate development ofthe
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six-acre parcel of land next to the Old Westview Cemetery on Nason Road.
A plot plan ofcemetery lots was developed several years ago which contains
more than 700 burial sites.
There are no available lots in any of the town cemeteries. Residents wanting
to purchase cemetery space are referred to the Westview Cemetery Associa-
tion which operates the New Westview Cemetery on Nason Road.
LIBRARY
Additional Space
The Library is significantly smaller than state averages for a town ofour size.
In order to properly store and file the increase in book volume, additional
space is needed. No specific plans have been made for this expansion but the
talk is to move the current building onto land next to the Town Hall and put
it on a foundation that could be utilized as a first floor. The projected cost is
$40,000. To date, the accumulated capital reserve fund for the addition is
$34,000. Voters will be asked to add $ 3,000 to this fund.
Residents might want to consider using the libraries in Exeter, Hampton and
Seabrook to fulfill some of their needs.
SCHOOLS
New Addition
The payments for the new addition to the Lincoln Akerman School, both for
the building and land acquisition, is reflected in the Capital Improvement
Program spread sheet. Outstanding principal and interest payments total




TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Total On Hand 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Balance
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Municipal Public Safety Complex (Reserve Fund)
(Fire, Police, Town Office)
890,000 41,000 77,500 74,800 72,000 69,400 66,700 488,600
(555,000 bond issue, 10 years)
(Principal 595,000 + Interest 295,000 = 890,000)
Copier
5,000 5,000
Restoration of Old Town Records
3,500 l',000 1,000 1,500 1,000 1,000 1,000
Microfilm Old Town Records
3,000 1,500 1,500
FIRE DEPARTMENT
New Truck (Reserve Fund)
225,000 92,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 37,000
CONSERVATION
Land (Reserve Fund)




TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Total On Iland 1991 1992 1993
POLICE










291,100 42,800 45,000 47,200 49,500 52,000 54,600
LIBRARY
Expansion of Building
62,000 32,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
SCHOOL
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
115000 125000 130000 140000 150000 160000
151768 144752 136878 128298 118778 108352
3235755 266768 269752 266878 268298 268778 268352 1626929
(Balance for School Addition 1,626,929)
Total On Hand 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Balance
4824130 186000 365943 435252 440378 424798 455678 400552 2115529
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ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
1990 saw the Rockingham Planning Commission assisting the Town of
Hampton Falls in a variety of ways. These included analyzing the Town's
Master Plan and providing details for updating it, attending numerous
Planning Board Meetings as well as Subcommittee Meetings. The Planning
Commission also frequently advises the Town's Administrative Assistant of
many issues. Coastal Zone Projects, Commercial Zone Expansion, Site Plan
and Subdivision Regulations, Bonding Agreements and underground stor-
age tanks are just a few of the items to which the Planning Commission gave
assistance to the Town.
On a regional level, the Rockingham Planning Commission completed work
on Phase III of its multi-year effort to develop a regional master plan,
prepared model excavation regulations based on the new (1989) changes to
RSA 155-E, continued to monitor the actions of the Pease Development
Authority and continued its participation in the Route 101 Expansion Project.
The Planning Commission also hosted the 7th annual Natural Resources
Lecture Series, the 15th annual Municipal Law Lecture Series and the 2nd
annual Planning Board Training Workshop Series.
The Rockingham Planning Commission continues to benefit the Town of
Hampton Falls in many important ways. Commissioner's meetings are held
on the secondWednesday ofeachmonth at 7 :30 p.m. at the Kingston Library.






As 1990 ends, this last quarter has opened a new chapter in the day-to-day
operation of your Police Department. After twenty-three successful years of
law enforcement service, fifteen of which were in Hampton Falls, Chief
Andrew Christie retired on September 1. Many of you remember when
"Spizz" first came to us as a Deputy Sheriff. He built the Department from
a part-time, on-call basis to its current size oftwo full-time and five part-time
officers who use two cruisers and occupy two rooms of the Town Hall as
office space. We wish "Spizz" all the best as he heads to Concord, a newly-
elected State Representative to the General Court.
Since September we have tried to analyze the most demanding needs and
address those needs with the limitations of a strained budget and over-
crowded office space. The difficult economic times certainly add to our work
load, as we notice a rise in areas such as bad check and shoplifting cases. To
encourage the officers in their patrol activities, we have started monthly
Department meetings for training and passing on investigative information.
Supervision has included the development of policy and procedure guide-
lines, which will continue on into the new year.
A central focus has been on pursuing a different avenue ofpatrol each month.
For example, we stressed safety in September. Bike safety classes, assem-
blies and bicycle registrations were held at Lincoln Akerman School.
Highway radar checks were held during the first week of school in a
concentrated effort to encourage safe driving practices on Route 88.
During October, firearms training - both in the classroom and on the range -
helped improve each officer's proficiency with his new Sig Saur 9mm semi-
automatic. It also provided a betterunderstanding ofthe State's "use offorce"
laws. We try to couple informed minds with skillful hands.
During November we stressed policy and were able to institute and train the
officers in safety areas such as the defensive use of seat belts while on duty.
In December the prime focus was foot-checks and patrols of vacation
properties. The fact the officers responded is evident in the statistics.
Productive house checks were done 172 times during the month. This helped
diminish normal holiday burglaries and led to the apprehension of five
juveniles who damaged several mailboxes.
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For the year 1991, we have adopted the phrase "your safety is our concern."
Please help us serve you by continuing to report unusual events and being
alert to odd occurrences in your neighborhood. Thank you for your confi-
dence and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
Dean R. Glover, Chief






Motor vehicle stops 1,386








Court cases presented 471
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VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
There was a high increase in the emergency medical treatment calls this year,
sixty-four in 1990 compared to twenty-eight in 1989. However, your volun-
teer department was there to meet the challenge and handled themselves in
a very professional way.
The only major structure fire for 1990 was the Chase property on Route 1 . The
department, along with myself, would like to extend our appreciation to the
residents of Hampton Falls for the decrease in fire calls. Safety begins in the
home and it is apparent that Hampton Falls homeowners have kept their
homes tire safe for 1990.
You may notice that the summary of fire calls is different this year. We have
adopted the N.F.I.R.S. Program. This program was adopted by the State of
New Hampshire's Fire Marshal's Office. It doesn't cost us anything and it is
a more efficient way of keeping records of all our fires, fire responses and
time ofresponses. Everyone is welcome to stop by the station on any Tuesday
evening if they would like to see these records.
The EMS Program from Exeter Hospital is going very well. New medical
procedures are adopted every day and are passed on to medical personnel.
The Department was pleased to welcome several new members to our
volunteer group. They will be trained in Firefighter Level 1 and First
Responder. If we can pick up a few new members each year, we will be able
to keep this a Volunteer Fire Department. This, in itself, is a great savings to
the tax payers of Hampton Falls.
As in the past, we have purchased new clothing and equipment for the
department. As times change, new equipment is needed to face new prob-
lems. I feel, as Chiefofthe Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department, we are
meeting these changes at a very minimal cost to the taxpayer.
Again this year the Village Green Fair was a success, as well as the road race.
The Horse Show didn't do as well in 1990. The Valentine's Dance is always
a big hit during the winter months.
Your donations to the department have been well received. Every little bit
helps. Thanks go out to the Selectmen, Police Department and all those who
have tried to make the fire department a better department.
In closing, I remind all, "smoke detectors save lives." Remember to change
the batteries once a year.
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We still meet the first Tuesday of every month (our business meetings) and
every Tuesday night thereafter for our work meetings. All are welcome to
drop by for a visit.
Again, thanks for making our town fire safe for 1990, and I hope 1991 is
equally as safe.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert H. Woodes, Chief
Summary of Fire Calls
Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department
Building Fires (includes Mutual Aid Calls) 10
Vehicle Fires 3
Other Fires 5
Emergency Medical Treatment 64
Other Calls 2
Hazardous Condition Calls 3
Service Calls 6
Good Intent Calls 5
Malicious Calls 1
Other False Calls 14
Total for year 113
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Present membership: Don Chase, Robert Gale, Pamela Geerds, Ian Simon,
Michael Hastings, Doug Woodward and Pam Darlington, Alternate. The
Commission meets monthly (7:30 p.m. atTown Hall on the second Wednes-
day).
During the year several matters were considered and acted on as appropriate.
The changes in membership resulted in the need for getting acquainted
especially with the role of the commission and any old business.
The Town Forest continues to require attention and Bob Gale has done
yeoman service both for the Forest and the Boy Scouts participation in trail
work.
Earth Day got a pretty good response but we are reminded that Earth Day is
"every day."
The Bates tract, some 50+ acres, has received considerable attention and we
anticipate forest improvement work in 1991.
The Commission has done some work in reviewing the condition of town-
owned lands but that is a continuing process.
During the year the Selectmen requested the Commission to monitor timber
harvests to insure compliance with timber yield statutes, this after examples
of non-compliance.
The increasing population of wildlife in the town begs the question of
"animal rights." This matter has special application for coping with the
greatly increased population of beaver. The State Department of Fish and
Game has been very helpful in this matter.
The wetlands of the town are an important matter for the Commission.
Fortunately in 1990 the observance of State Statutes regarding this matterhas
been good.
And lastly, but not least, your Commission invites, indeed urges, all citizens
of the Town to get involved in the stewardship of our land and water





SOUTHEAST REGIONAL SOLID WASTE (PLANNING) DIS-
TRICT
(SRSWD - as mandated by enabling legislation under RSA 149-M)
and
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
(SRRDD - structured as an OPERATING body politic under
enabling legislation within RSA 53-B)
This report will include summaries of the accomplishments of these bodies
during the Fiscal Years of each, April 1, 1990 through March 31, 1991.
(confirmed through December 31, 1990 and committed from December 31,
1990 through March31, 1991, and, also, projected through March 31, 1992).
149-M District
SRSWD, in 1986, was formed out of three former and smaller Solid Waste
Districts and now comprises twenty-one municipalities. Its responsibilities
are those ofdeveloping and keeping up to date solid waste management plans
for District Members. RSA 149-M is administered by the Waste Manage-
ment Division oftheNew Hampshire Department ofEnvironmental Services
(DES). Through a contract with the Rockingham Planning Commission the
solid waste "master plan" for the 149-M District has been redrafted and is
currently under review by DES.
A key objective of the amended Report was the projection of generation of
solid waste in its several categories through the year 2010, using principally,
projections ofpopulation growths adjusted as to past growth patterns and also
as to foreseeable factors.
In past years the SRSWD (149-M) has, in cooperation with the County
Commissioners and the Rockingham Planning Commission and with 50%
matching funding from DES, operated two (spring and fall) multi-location
Household Hazardous Waste collections of these materials (paints, thinners,
insecticides and other similar environmentally harmful wastes). This was
operated as a Countywide program. In 1988 the County withdrew any
support and for 1990 DES amended its annual support to 50% of projected
costs up to $0.25 per capita; projected costs for two Countywide collection
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dates are, at a minimum, $170,000, being $0.80 per capita and the towns
would have to bear nearly 70% ofthis, translating into nearly $ 1 , 100 annually
for Hampton Falls. Both SRSWD 149-M and SRRDD 53-B are planning to
meet with DES and our elected representatives in an attempt to more
favorably resolve this problem.
The SRSWD assessment to Hampton Falls for Fiscal Year 199 1 - 1992 will be
$250. By comparison, the 1990-91 assessment against Hampton Falls
included in item of $420 for its share ofthe District Budget plus $274 for
Household Hazardous Waste Collection expenses.
The 149-MDistrict 1991-1992 Budget, as approved at its December 11, 1990
Meeting is summarized as follows:
Rockingham Planning Commission (basic support) — $ 3,000
New Hampshire Resource
Recovery Association (membership) — 4,000
Contingency (legal and engineering) — 3,300
Total — $ 10,300
Application Unencumbered Funds — $ 5,300
Net to be Assessed* — 5,000
*$250 each Member except $125 each New Castle and South Hampton
53-B District
The SRRDD 53-B, during the Operating Year December 1989 to December
1990, was able to accomplish several projects and enter into concrete
planning for others.
An organizational change was approved by the Membership whereby the
Recycling/Resource Recovery Committee was restructured as the Recycling
Committee as the term Resource Recovery was perceived by some as
implying waste to energy (incineration or othermass burning) techniques and
it had not been at any time the intent ofthe District to become involved with
these methods of waste disposal.
The District, in January 1990, hired Mrs. Carol Seta as Administrative
Assistant and leased office space at 86 Lafayette Road in North Hampton.
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The necessary computer hardware and software for filing and accounting
systems were purchased and an adequate insurance program was established.
The District entered into a twenty-five year contract with Waste Manage-
ment, Inc. (WMI) at Rochester, NH to accept solid waste from all District
Member Towns at a cost per ton (1990) of $47.50, to be increased annually
by the Bureau ofLabor Statistics Cost ofLiving Index (CLI) for this area, this
cost to be increased by not more than ten percent at the ends of each five year
segment. The contract inception date was July 1, 1990 and, based on letters
of intent (scheduling letters) received from theMember Towns, the proposed
cost of $47.50 per ton has been confirmed.
Brentwood and Fremont began delivering solid waste to theWMI facility in
July 1990 and New Castle in December. The initial cost, adjusted only for
CLI, will be available through June 1993. TheWMI facility is a state-of-the-
art and fully permitted landfill. WMI has guaranteed disposal capacity for
current and any future additional District Members.
The Ditrict Recycling Committee reported the following accomplishments:
— establishing a program of municipal recycling committee grants
(matching funds not required) to assist these groups in setting up
educational and public relations programs with respect totheir local
efforts; grants in excess of $ 1 1 ,000 were approved for seven applicant
towns (Hampton Falls being one) and a budget amount of$ 10,000 has
been approved for these purposes in 1991;
— in August, Requests for Proposals were solicited, all with respect to a
Recycling Facility to be located in Fremont on land owned by the
Town of Fremont. Two approaches were considered: the vendor to
construct and operate the Facility, or the District to construct and
negotiate with an independent contractor to operate the Facility; the
latter course was selected.
The District has in its Agreement with Fremont, permission to make
the Recycling Facility available to those 149-M District towns which
are not members of the 53-B District, thereby to gain economies of
scale in operation.
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The District Septage Committee funded a study by consulting engineers of
the Hampton Waste Water Treatment Plant and the feasibility of theutiliza-
tion of its spare capacity to accept and treat septage from certain 53-D District
towns.
The District Lanfill Committee , as a result of the signing of the Agreement
withWMI (Rochester), has determined that further efforts in this area are not,
at this time, necessary, and the Committee has become inactive.
With the withdrawal of the Town of Danville from the 53-B District, former
Treasurer Curt Springer was required to resign his post. Joseph (Andy)
Melville accepted interim appointment and was nominated for and elected to
the position for the year 1991-1992.
The District owned Brush Chipper continues to be available upon request to
all Member Towns. It has been well received in Hampton Falls. Residents
are reminded that, whenever the brush dump is open, wood chips for
mulching or other landscaping purposes are available at no cost.
The District will continue its agreement with Waste Not, Inc. for stump and
waste wood grinding and disposal at the Hampton Landfill on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Saturdays, 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
The SRRDD 53-B has retained, as for 1990, the following as professional
consultants:
Engineering: SEA Consultants, Inc. (Londonderry, N.H./Camb-
ridge, MA. - for all except Septage); Underwood En-
gineering (Portsmouth, N.H. -for Septage only - proj-
ect essentially completed; and
Legal: Wiggin & Nourie (Manchester, N.H.);
Accounting/Auditor: Wilson P. Dennett & Assoc. (Hampton, N.H.)
The SRSWD 149-M retains the services of the Rockingham Planning
Commission to provide liaison with the Office of State Planning and
Department of Environmental Services.
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The 1991 budget for SRRDD 53-B, because of unexpected delays in
obtaining "hard" bid figures and because ofthe need to ask for rebidding with
respect to the establishing of the Recycling Facility at Fremont, is a "no
assessment" budget. The District 1991 Budget is summarized as follows:
FY 1990 FY 1991 CarrvFwd. (1) Net 1991
Assessment
Administration $ 74,100. $ 76,760. $ 76,760. -0-
Recycling 219,500. 173,000. (2) 173,000, -0-
Resource Recovery incl. above 1,000. (3) 1,000. -0-
Landfill 85,000. 37,000. 37,000. -0-
Septage 80,000. 10,000. 10,000. -0-
Totals $458,600. $296,760. $296,760. -0-
(1) Includes interaccount transfers
(2) Contemplates development of Fremont Recycling Facility
(3) No activity contemplated (see earlier remarks)
All Funds not in the District's Checking Account are maintained in Bank
CD's, not more than $100,000 in any single bank .
The SRRDD 53-B adopted the following as its goals during its 1991-1992
Fiscal Year, ending March 31, 1992:
— The District will construct a Recycling Facility in Fremont and
contract with a qualified firm to operate the Facility. Collection and
delivery ofrecyclable materials will be arranged withMemberTowns
and with other towns which qualify as Sending Municipalities.
— The Facility will handle recyclable tonnages equal to that estimated for
the SRSWD 139-M Towns and up to 30,000 tons annually.
— The development of facilities and funding for the environmentally
safe and convenient and reliable disposal of Household Hazardous
Wastes.
— The District will play a key role in the consummation of Septage
Disposal Contracts with the Hampton Waste Water Treatment Plant
for those towns which now have haulers accepted at that facility.
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— The District will maintain liaison and meet with public officials and
other towns not now members of the District, and which may benefit
from becoming members of the 53-B Solid Waste District.
Respectfully,
R.W. Batchelder - District* Representative, Member Administra-
tive and Recycling Committees
Winthrop D. Comley - Alternate District* Representative and District
Secretary
Joseph (Andy) Melville - Alternate District* Representative, District Treas-
urer, and Liaison with and Member of Hampton
Falls Recycling and Solid Waste Committee
*both SRSWD 149-M and SRRDD 53-B Districts
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RECYCLING AND SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
Hampton Falls began its mandatory curbside recycling program on Friday,
February 2, 1990. The weekly curbside collection and the marketing of
collected materials is being provided by Waste Management ofNew Hamp-
shire, Inc. under a contract with the Town that expires November 19, 1991.
At first the program was limited to collecting six types of materials:
newspapers (including any inserts), three colors of glass containers (clear,
green and brown), aluminum cans and clear plastic beverage containers,
including milk and water jugs. During the year, however, thanks to Waste
Management, we were twice able to expand the range of materials collected:
in May we added bimetallic containers ("tin cans") and in November we
broadened plastics collection to include all containers made from type 1 or
type 2 plastic (PET or HDPE) except motor oil containers.
The Committee wrote and produced four publications in 1990: a January
newsletter announcing the program, a 16-page "Solid Waste Handbook"
distributed with the red recycling bins on February 2nd, and two issues ofthe
"Report on Recycling" newsletter (produced inMay and November), to keep
residents informed about results and give tips on recycling more items. One
half of the cost of these materials, as well as half of the cost of the recycling
bins themselves, were paid for by grants secured by the Committee from the
Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District 53-B and the State of New
Hampshire.
On April 25th three members of the Committee presented a program on
recycling to students at Lincoln Akerman School with help from Waste
Management, which provided a slide program on the trash problem and a tour
of the collection vehicle. The Committee also staffed an information table
and collected recyclables at the Town Meeting on March 16th and at the
Village Green Fair on June 16th.
1990 Results
During the 11 months that the program was active during 1990, from
February through December, a total of 123 tons of recyclable material was
collected—a recovery rate of 17.3% of residential waste. By weight news-
print made up the largest part of the material collected (67 tons or 54.4%),
followed by clear glass (22.3 tons or 18. 1 %), green glass (15 tons or 12. 1 %),
metal cans (6.6 tons or 5.6%), plastics (6.2 tons or 5%), and brown glass (5.9
tons or 4.8%).
In addition to recovering 123 tons of recyclable material, the Committee's
solid waste education efforts have helped to reduce dramatically the amount
oftrash collected. In August 1989, Hampton Falls' trash began to be weighed
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for the first time. After two months ofweighing, we found we were collecting
27 tons perweek or at a rate of 1 ,400 tons per year. The total actually collected
in 1990 was only 998 tons—that's 402 tons or 29% less! At the current
disposal cost of $50 per ton, that means that theTown saved $20,100 in
disposal fees during 1990.
The Committee met 15 times during 1990. In addition members attended all
meetings of the Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District Recycling/
Resource Recovery Committee and two members were sent to a state
recycling workshop on May 23rd. In July the Committee voted to accept a
request of the Selectmen to expand its mandate to include all solid waste
matters in the Town, from trash collection and landfill selection to hazardous
waste disposal, and changed its name to the Recycling and Solid Waste
Committee. The Committee advised the Selectmen on several solid waste
matters during the year. Since Committee members have always seen
recycling as one major way to deal with the problems of solid waste, we were
pleased to accept the expanded responsibility.
During 1991 the residents of Hampton Falls can look forward to still lower
costs of solid waste disposal. In January 1991 commercial waste began to be
collected separately from residential waste for the first time. Based on two
weighings of commercial waste over the past year, we found that 40%-45%
of the total tonnage was commercial. Thus we should see at least a 40% drop
in disposal fees this year by cutting out commercial waste. We will also have
12 months of results from recycling instead of 1 1.
We also expect to see increased use ofrecycled materials in 199 1 and will do
our best to encourage a "buy recycled" movement. In this context we were
both pleased and proud to learn that the Selectmen have ordered that this
Town Report and all Town ballots be printed on recycled paper (Committee
publications are already printed on recycled paper).
In 199 1 our goal is to find a way to recycle glossy papers, such as magazines
and direct mail brochures. Anyone who can help us accomplish this goal will
be most welcome at our monthly meetings.
The Committee would like to thank the Selectmen and the citizens of
Hampton Falls for their active support of our efforts during 1990.
Respectfully submitted,
Jonathan D. Allen, Co-Chairman





















TONS COLLECTED PER WEEK
Average Weekly Tons
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1. Five child care facility inspections
2. One complaint of sewerage problem - Weare Road
3. Five perc and test pits inspected
4. Three seminars for health officers





Complexities ofmosquito control go beyond mosquitoes and spraying. I use
business management and politics more than entomology or pest control to
perpetuate the mosquito control projects in the seacoast town. I realized this
fact years ago, but continued to practice the scientific methods with my crew.
The crew of 1990 was an exceptional group. Their pride, hard work, support
and interest enabled me to survive recognition for their outstanding work all
season. They are: Bonnie McDermott, George Powell, Diana Eddins-
Wiggin and Duncan McEachern. All four plan to return for another year.
Thanks to these assistants, more acreage was sprayed last season than in past
years.
The insecticide sprayed on the salt marshes was the bacteria, Bacillus
thuringiensis israelensis or Bti. This product has replaced our dependence
upon organophosphates. The bacteria, Bti, is safe for fish, birds, mammals,
including humans, frogs, amphibians and nearly all insects. Iam very pleased
with this product's performance and environmental safety.
The mosquito control program experienced another change during the 1990
season. The Rye Board of Selectmen refused to house the mosquito control
personnel or cut their paychecks. We were given 10 working days to find a
source to handle the paychecks. In November, this inconvenience would not
be a hardship. However, in July, this was a major problem. After 2 emergency
meetings with the commissions in 8 communities, a solution was found. The
North Hampton Selectmen agreed to cut the paychecks and Stratham pro-
vided office space. The mosquito control crew is very grateful to all the towns
who offered their assistance during this stressful period.
Since July, concerns have arisen regarding workers' compensation. The
source cutting payroll checks is responsible for paying the W/C bills and is
liable for injuries sustained by any employee receiving one of these pay-
checks. An employee injured in Hampton Falls will have an effect on the W/
C rates paid by North Hampton. In order to solve this problem, the 8 town
mosquito control project has voted to hire an independent business service to
handle the payroll and bookkeeping. No one town will be liable for the entire
project. Bove Business Services in Portsmouth has been chosen to provide
these services.
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The new office for the Seacoast Area Mosquito Control Project is on Bunker
Hill Avenue in Stratham. The phone number is 778-3906. All inquiries or
complaints will be handled at this office. If you would like your wetlands
inspected for mosquito breeding, please contact me in March or April before
the mosquitoeshave hatched into the air. A crew will checkthe stagnantwater
for mosquito larvae and spray if needed. Your assistance will help everyone







Early in the year, much time was spent on the Basic Emergency Management
Plan for the Town of Hampton Falls. The plan is designed to deal with non-
radiological man-made and natural disasters.
Visits to Preschool/Day Care centers and a Health Care facility were made
to discuss emergency plans and their effect on the facility. Meetings with the
new principal, Mary Lyster, concluded in the agreement that the school's
emergency planneeded improvement. She has been doing an outstandingjob
on the new plan which is almost ready for the approval process.
Civil Defense funds were used to purchase an anenometer to measure wind
speed, direction, and temperature. This equipment was installed in the
Emergency Operation Center (EOC) at the fire station.
The Emergency Management Director (EMD), previously known as the
Civil Defense Director, participated in CIVEX 90. This was a nation-wide
drill that dealt with international tensions that lead to an attack. Communi-
cations with the StateEOC was established to assess needs, resources, and the
ability to shelter.
Other meetings during the year with state, local, and utility personnel were
necessary to clearup any doubt concerning the issues ofparticipation in drills
and receiving Radiological Emergency Response Plan (RERP) related
equipment.
Emergency planning and participation in RERP activities took place in
Hampton Falls in 1990 as authorized by the townspeople at the annual town
meeting. There were four RERP training sessions and three drills in the
second half of the year. A substantial amount of vital communication
equipment was installed in the EOC at the Fire Station.
The Special Needs list was updated during 1990. This important information
will help the EMD to provide assistance to citizens that have special
transportation needs or that require special notification. Please notify the
EMD ofany status change such as ifyou become temporarily or permanently
disabled. New citizens that have special needs should notify theEMD as well
as those that leave or plan on leaving Hampton Falls.
I would like to thank the town employees, appointed/elected town officials,
school officials, Police Dept. and Fire Dept. personnel for their assistance in





POST 35, AMERICAN LEGION
Following is a list ofexpenditures as the result ofAmerican Legion activities
on behalf of the Town of Hampton Falls in 1990. Budget was $400.00.
Balance was returned to the Town of Hampton Falls.
Memorial Day
20 red geraniums @ $1.90 $ 38.00
2 books @ $7.83 15.66
2 gross 8x12 American flags @ $86.40 172.80
Winnacunnet High School band 33.33








The Library of the Town of Hampton Falls has had another excellent year.
Regular library business has been taken care of by our able staff and certain
changes and areas of progress can be noted.
Kathryn Allen, the librarian appointed last year, has proven to be an excellent
choice, having worked hard to become qualified educationally by taking
courses and attending conferences, and also by filling her role in a conscien-
tious and imaginative way.
The Library has continued to maintain an up-to-date supply of books, and
circulation has increased considerably from 1989.
The children of Hampton Falls were very active at the library this past year
enjoying both the Summer Reading Program and Preschool Story Hour.
The Friends of the Library continued their supportive role. A second
successful House Tour was sponsored in September involving an enormous
amount ofwork on the part of the Friends, but producing extra money for the
library to purchase a badly needed computer. This computer enables us to tie
in with other libraries in the State and thus, expedite inter-library communi-
cations.
The Friends also provided two new bulletin boards for the children's corner
of the library, and a beautiful oak file cabinet, custom made to match the
librarian's desk.
The Board was saddened by the passing ofMartha Batchelder on June 3rd at
the age of 100. Until the last years of her life, she was almost always at the
library, as reader, assistant librarian and friend.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeanne Batchelder, Chairperson




Brought Forward $ 7,806.15
Birthday Books 6.73
Batchelder Reunion - Donation 10.00
Book Fines 356.35
Book Sales 24.25
Rosemary Bohm Fund 43.24
George Healy Fund 360.32
Fleming Fund 341.91
Timothy Samway - Donation 98.55
E. Verity/Braggers - Donation 100.00
Anonymous - Donation 100.00
Barbara Remick Blinn - Donation 100.00
Photocopy Money 178.00
Town of Hampton Falls 34,565.88
Sherman Specialty Co. (credit) 32.45
Friends of the Library 15.82
Eastern Propane Gas Co. (refund) 157.14
Kathryn Allen (books) 76.60
Interest - BankEast 177.35
Interest - 1st N.H. Bank 261. 16












Equip, repair & Maint. 12.35
Program materials 62.57
Const. & Maint. 91.72
Tech. supplies 21.27
Auto allowance 140.70
Education & Training 57.00
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American Library Asso. 1 12.00
American Media Corp. 1 14.20
BSRA Publications 24.95





Center for Applied Research 32.33
Coastal Music Service 50.00
Countryman Press 35.80
DEMCO 307.26




Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. 572.52
First N.H. Bank 6.14
Friends of the Library 350.00
Hampton Union 3 1 .20
Hampton Village' Hardware 30.73
Harpswell Press 7.80
Hoyt's 48.25
Lane Memorial Library 18.95
Library Video Co. 94. 19




New England Alive 150.00
N.E. Telephone Co. 413.52





Reedy Signs & Designs 10.00
Regent Book Co. 29.18
Sea Trek 25.00
School for Lifelong Learning 210.00
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Secretary of State 25.00
Sherman Specialty Co. 32.45
Story House Corp. 114.87
Superintendent of Documents 26.00
The Ayer Co. 24.37
The Highsmith Co. 54.87
The N.E. Press 10.45
The Wilson Co. 123.00
Thorstensen, Virginia 22.85
Town of Hampton Falls (interest - BankEast) 177.35
Town of Hampton Falls (unexpended budget funds) 1,067.70
Traveler Magazine 17.95
Turner Subscriptions 394.30
University of New Hampshire 209.00
University Press 14.43
What's Happening - New England 18.00
Weston Woods 66.35
World Almanac 7.95




















This past year was a most productive one for the Hampton Falls Historical
Society, involving numerous activities and the generous donation of time,
materials and money from many volunteers.
We met formally every month from January to May and again in September
and October. We also met informally almost every weekend from June to De-
cember to work on reconstruction of the Old Schoolhouse. Happily, the Old
Schoolhouse (1839) now sits on a sturdy granite foundation. It has new
siding, a first coat of primer paint, granite steps, a door and (soon to be
installed) reconstructed window sashes. It now at last presents a neat
appearance, sitting gracefully on the Creighton property . This is thanks to the
firm perseverance of our volunteer foreman Ernie Cherry and to the far-
sighted vision of Bill Ackroyd, as well as the volunteer labor of Jason
Anderson, Tom Beeler, Shaun Betterly, Hubie Brown, Al Carlson, Bob
Dutton, Mike Hastings, Dickie Merrill, Bill Ring, Harold Tanner, Harry
Turner, and Jim Vadeboncoeur. The Schoolhouse now sits comfortably,
inviting us to continue restoration activities once the weather improves. All
Hampton Falls residents are welcome to join in.
In 1990 three speaker meetings were held, in March, May and October, and
were very well attended. In March archaeologist Howard Sargent talked to
us about the evidence of early Indian occupation in this area and of the
importance of an archaeological dig done on the Edgerly farm property
(vicinity of Route 1 and Depot Road). In May Stuart Wallace from the New
Hampshire Division of Historical Resources in Concord spoke about 19th
centuryNew Hampshire as seen from the perspective oftravellers to this area.
In October Professor Jere Daniell from Dartmouth spoke about town foundings
in New Hampshire with particular attention to the founding of Hampton
Falls.
Other activities this past year were:
1
.
Identifying and cataloging earlyTown records. This major projectwas
undertaken by Treasurer Dorothy Dail.
2. Preparing booklets describing notable Hampton Falls people (Meshech
Weare, first governor ofNew Hampshire; Alice Brown, 19th century
writer; and Martha Batchelder, centenarian craftsperson, writer and
librarian). These booklets were prepared by Curator Joan Brickett.
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3. Stocking and staffing a table at the Village Green Fair. Several
volunteers helped with this. Particular thanks goes to Louise Hether-
ington for procuring many donated articles.
4. Preparing special exhibits at the Town Meeting and in the Town Hall
exhibit case. Volunteers for this were Joan and Sherman Brickett,
Spizz Christie and Dorothy Dail.
5. A special fund raiser was held in the fall to restore funds depleted by
the Old Schoolhouse moving and restoration expenses (approxi-
mately $1,500 was raised). Thanks to Secretary Tom Beeler for
preparing copy for printing and organizing the mailing.
In 1991 we look forward to continued work on the Old Schoolhouse, both
inside and out.
At the Town Meeting this year we will be showing a videotape of the Old
Schoolhouse move from Route 1 where it was part of Merrill's Store to its
temporary location behind the Town Hall and finally to its currenthome site.
Thanks to Chris Biggi for this fine video.
We again anticipate three speaker meetings in 1991 (in March, May and
October). The first and undoubtedly most exciting will be in March when our
own Richard Sanborn will show us his wonderful slides of early Hampton
Falls landmarks and scenes.
I wish to thank all the tine volunteers and supporters of Hampton Falls
Historical Society for making this an outstanding year of progress. We are
still a very young organization and are gradually finding our way to make a
lasting contribution to Hampton Falls. We invite all residents to join in the
appreciation of Hampton Falls history.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan J. Beeler, President
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603)225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampton Falls
Hampton Falls, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and the
combining and individual fund financial statements of the Town of Hampton
Falls as of and for the year ended December 31, 1990, as listed in the table
of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hampton Falls as
of December 31, 1990, and the results of its operations (and cash flows of
nonexpendable trust funds) for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining
and individual fund financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of each of the individual funds
of the Town as of December 31, 1990, and the results of operations of such





TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Groups
December 31, 1990
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The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT B
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds

























Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - January 1








































































The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
General and Special Revenue Funds

































Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - January 1



























237,405 249,824 ( 12,419)
141,995 147,512 ( 5,517)
117,250 107,475 9,775
130,600 128,002 2,598















THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Town of Hampton Falls
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1991
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton Falls in the
County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote on
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, Route
88, in said Hampton Falls, on Tuesday, March 12, 1991,
at 9:00 a.m., to cast ballots on Articles 1-8, until
7:00 p.m., of the same day, and to meet in the Leavitt
Brown Gymnasium in the Lincoln Akerman School, Route 88,
Friday, March 15, 1991, at 7:30 p.m., to act on the
Articles 9-26 below.
Further, you are hereby notified that the Moderator will
process the absentee ballots at 3:15 p.m., on March 12,
1991, pursuant to RSA 659:49.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for
the ensuing year.
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 2: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 1 to Article II - ZONING DISTRICTS - Section 2 -
Zoning Map - of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed
by the Planning Board, to expand the present boundaries
of the Business District by eliminating the phase, "is
declared to be 300 feet in depth from both sides of
Route #1," from the second paragraph and replacing it
with the phrase, "shall contain all land within 300
feet of both sides of U.S. Route 1 and the entirety of
any parcels that front U.S. Route 1 as shown on a map
dated November 5, 1990, which shows property lines as of
April 1, 1990, as recorded on the Town tax map," and
amending Article III - District Regulations - Section 4
- Supplementary Regulations for All Districts - 4.2 Yard
Requirements, of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed
by the Planning Board, by adding a section (bold print)
which establishes setbacks in the "B District," in
amended form to read:
ARTICLE II - ZONING DISTRICTS
Section 2 - Zoning Map
The several districts provided for in Section II-l above
shall be bounded as shown on the map entitled, "Zoning
Map of the Town of Hampton Falls, New Hampshire," dated
March 12, 1963, which map, with all amendments and
explanatory matter thereon, is hereby declared to be a
part of this Ordinance, and which map is on file in the
office of the Town Clerk of the Town of Hampton Falls.
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The Business District (B District) on the Zoning Map
shall contain all land within 300 feet of both sides of
U.S. Route 1 and the entirety of any parcels that front
U.S. Route 1 as shown on a map dated November 5, 1990,
which shows property lines as of April 1, 1990, as
recorded on the Town tax map."
The Floodplain Overlay District shall be those lands
within the One Hundred Year floodplain boundary as set
forth in the Flood Insurance Study and the accompanying
Flood Insurance Rate Map for the Town of Hampton Falls,
New Hampshire, effective April 15, 1982, or as this may
be superseded.
ARTICLE III - DISTRICT REGULATIONS
Section 4 - Supplementary Regulations for All Districts
4 . 2 Yard Requirements
4.22 In the Business District ( "B" District), each
structure shall be set back at least twenty
five (25) feet from all lot lines. If the
Business District ("B" District) extends
beyond three hundred (300) feet from the edge
of the right of way, then the setback from lot
lines abutting land in the
Agricultural-Residential District ("A"
District) shall be seventy five (75) feet, but
shall not intrude farther into any property
than the setback for that property existing on
April 1, 1990. No activity except for
reasonable maintenance of the property shall
be permitted in the setback area; this
prohibition includes, but is not limited to,
septic tanks, leaching beds, parking areas,
driveways, lighting fixtures, storage, and
trash disposal. Subject to approval from the
Planning Board, the setback from the front
(street or road-side) lot line may be reduced
to not less than ten (10) feet for any
freestanding sign which otherwise has Planning
Board approval and which 'names or describes a
business(es) or product(s) located on and/or
sold from those premises solely; a
freestanding sign is hereby defined as any
sign outside of any other structure and not as
defined in Article X - Definitions as "sign,
flat."
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Article 3: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 2 to Article III - District Regulations - Section
3 - Agricultural - Residence District ("A District"),
3.1 Permitted Uses, of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as
proposed by the Planning Board, by replacing the words
"Day Schools" with "Child Care Facilities and Private
Schools" (bold print) in Sub-section 3.13, in amended
form to read:
ARTICLE III - DISTRICT REGULATIONS
Section 3 - Agricultural - Residence District
( "A District"
)
3 . 1 Permitted Uses
3.13 Child Care Facilities and Private Schools
(only if operated under State certification
and enrollment is limited to ten (10) pupils
per session.
)
Article 4: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 3 to Article IV - SIGNS AND SPECIAL REGULATIONS
-of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board, by adding "Section 9 - Underground
Storage Tanks (bold print), in amended form to read:
ARTICLE IV - SIGNS AND SPECIAL REGULATIONS
Section 9 - Underground Storage Tanks
No tank with a capacity of less than 1100 gallons for
the storage of motor fuels and/or heating oils shall be
replaced or installed underground.
Article 5: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 5 to ARTICLE V - EXCAVATIONS - of the Town Zoning
Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, by
deleting ARTICLE V - EXCAVATIONS - in its entirety from
the Town Zoning Ordinance, (it has been replaced by the
new excavation regulations adopted by the Planning Board
as Site Plan Review Regulations).
Article 6: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 5 to ARTICLE X - DEFINITIONS - to the Town Zoning
Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, by adding
the definition of "Adult Use," (bold print) and amending
ARTICLE XI - ADMINISTRATION - Section 3 - Board of
Adjustment - of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed
by the Planning Board, by adding a new Sub-Section 3.6
(bold print), to restrict the sale of goods of a
sexually oriented or sexually explicit nature, in
amended form to read:
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ARTICLE X - DEFINITIONS
Adult Use. A business where more than 25% of the
gross revenues, 25% or more of the stock in trade, or
25% or more of the goods displayed are of a sexually
oriented or sexually explicit nature, such goods
including, but not limited to, sexually explicit books,
videos, or devices, theaters where sexually explicit
films or videos are shown, nude modeling studios,
massage parlors, escort agencies, or sexual encounter
centers
.
ARTICLE XI - ADMINISTRATION
Section 3 - Board of Adjustment
3.6. Special Exceptions for Adult Uses . Adult uses
shall satisfy all of the following criteria for a
special exception:
a. No adult use shall be located within 1000 feet
of the property line of a church, cemetery,
school, day care center, or within 500 feet of
a residential zone, containing a residence
within 600 feet of the proposed use.
b. No sexually explicit material shall be visible
from outside the building.
c. No private viewing rooms or booths shall be
constructed unless one side is always open to
a central area.
d. No one under the age of 21 shall be permitted
inside such a use and a procedure shall be
developed to keep those under 21 from
entering.
e. All operators and employees shall be of good
moral character, meaning, among other things,
no operator or employee shall have been
convicted of a felony and no operator or
employee shall have been convicted of a
misdemeanor of a sexually related nature,
within the previous five years.
Article 7: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 6 to Section 3 - Duties of the Applicant - 3.5
Application Fees - of the Town Building Code, as
proposed by the Planning Board, by adding a new
Sub-Section 3.53 (bold print), in amended form to read:
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Section 3 - Duties of the Applicant
3 . 5 Application Fees
3.53 The fee shall be based on the cost of the
completed structure and received in its
entirety before a building permit is
issued.
Article 8: Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment
No. 7 to Section 6 - Building Code - of the Town
Building Code, as proposed by the Planning Board, by
adopting the 1990 edition of the BOCA Code and by adding
a sentence (bold print) to the end of this section which
will permit the Board of Selectmen to adopt updates or
revisions to the BOCA Code, in amended form to read:
Section 6 - Building Code
To the extent not in conflict or inconsistent with any
part of the Hampton Falls Zoning Ordinance or any other
part of this Code or with any standard imposed by the
State of New Hampshire, and to the extent reasonably
applicable in the Town of Hampton Falls, the governing
Building Code shall be that of the Building Officials
and Code Administrators International, Inc., otherwise
known as the BOCA Code, as per the 1990 edition of the
BOCA Code.
Copies of this Code shall at all times be available for
inspection and reference with the Building Inspector and
at the Office of the Town Clerk.
Any new construction or structural alteration shall
conform to the BOCA Fire Prevention Code, 1987 and as
amended. Any new construction or structural alteration
shall also conform to the National Fire Protection
Association Life Safety Code, 1988 and as amended.
(Amended March, 1989)
The Town shall be permitted to adopt updates or
revisions to these codes by the simplified procedure set
forth in RSA 674:53-VI.
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Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 595,000 (gross budget) for the
construction and original equipping of a Public Safety
Building, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$ 555,000 of bonds or notes therefor in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter
33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate
and deliver such bonds or notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon, the maturity and other terms
thereof; furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of $
40,000 from the Fire Station Capital Reserve Fund
created for this purpose.
(2/3 Vote Required)
(Yes & No Paper Ballot)
(Polls open for One Hour)
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to accept
from the Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department the
proceeds from the sale of the Fire Station on Kensington
Road, such funds to be used by the Town for defraying
the costs of fire protection.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 24,000 to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund, known as the Fire Truck Fund, to buy a
fire truck.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 120,000 to purchase a new fire
truck, and to authorize the withdrawal of $ 120,000 from
the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Fire Truck Fund,
established for that purpose.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 7,50 to purchase equipment for
the new fire truck and to authorize the withdrawal of
$ 7,500 from the Fire Department Equipment Fund,
established for that purpose.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise
such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of
the same.
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Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Scenic Road Ordinance by deleting the following words at
the beginning of the first sentence of the second
paragraph "Any repair, maintenance, reconstruction or
paving work which shall involve any cutting or," and
adding a sentence to the second paragraph (bold print)
concerning the cutting of branches, in amended form to
read
:
ARTICLE IX - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Section 3 - Scenic Roads
The following roads are designated as scenic under the
provisions of N.H. RSA 231:157, 231:158 for the purpose
of protecting and enhancing the scenic beauty of Hampton
Falls, and further, that the Selectmen shall file the
appropriate request for the suspension of specifications
when making application to the Commissioner of Public
Works and Highways for town road aid funds under N.H.
RSA 241:7 (1)
:
Brimmer Ln Dodge Rd Mill Ln Stard Rd
Brown Rd Drinkwater Rd Nason Rd Towle Farm Rd
Crank Rd Frying Pan Ln Old Stage Rd
Curtis Rd Goodwin Rd Parsonage Rd
Depot Rd King St Sanborn Rd
Any removal of trees which measure in excess of (15)
inches in circumference at a height of four (4) feet
above the ground, or tearing down or destruction of
stone walls or portions thereof, with respect to any
portion of the above mentioned scenic roads, shall not
be permitted except by the prior written consent of the
Hampton Falls Planning Board. Cutting of branches is
permitted within six (6) feet of transmission wires.
Such consent or denial thereof shall be issued only
after
:
3.1 The applicant has filed an appropriate application
containing such information or plans as may be
required by the Planning Board; and
3.2 The public hearing and notice procedures provided
by N.H. RSA Chapter 231:158 have been complied
with
.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
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Article 17: To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 1,000 for the restoration of
old town records.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 1,500 to microfilm the old town
records found in the attic of the Town Hall.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 16,300 to purchase a cruiser
with radar for the Police Department.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Hampton Falls Solid Waste Ordinance (1990) by adding a
paragraph concerning "Dump Stickers" to Section D. Yard
Waste, Sub-Section 2. Off Site Disposal -- Town
Property, in amended form to read:
Dump Stickers
All users must purchase a dump sticker for their
vehicles for identification of residence in order to use
the Brush Dump. Stickers will be renewed annually and a
fee of $3.00 will be charged.
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 3,000 to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund, known as the Library Building Fund, for
the purpose of the expansion of the Library.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by Town Meeting, money from the
federal, state or other governmental unit or private
source which becomes available during the year, in
accordance with RSA 31:95-b.
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town
gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust
for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any
street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the
Planning Board, provided that such street has been
constructed to applicable town specifications as
determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent.
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Article 25: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the
Town by Tax Collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be
by deed following a public auction, or the property may
be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise
disposed of as justice may require, pursuance to RSA
80:80.
Article 26: To see if the Town will vote to
disapprove of the bonding for a regional recycling
center in Fremont, N.H., as proposed by the Southeast
Regional Refuse Disposal District, and to withdraw from
participating in this facility, in accordance with RSA
53-B:7 IV.
Article 27: To transact any other business as may
legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this \i day of
February, in the year of our Lord One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Ninety-One.
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
A true copy of Warrant — Attest:
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
AlsiAsvi/ ,rfrrr&
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We hereby certify that we gave notice to the
inhabitants, within named, to meet at the time and place
and for the purpose within named, by posting an attested
copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting
within named, and a like attested copy at the Library
and Post Office, being public places in said Town on
the
\tf
1~^ day of February, 1991.
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF Hampton Falls, N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1991 to December 31, 1991 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
Date
R.S.A., Chap. 31, Sect. 95. Immediately upon the close of the fiscal year the budget committee in towns where such committees exist,
otherwise the selectmen, shall prepare a budget on blanks prescribed by the Department of Revenue Administration. Such budget shall be
posted with the town warrant and shall be printed in the town report at least one week before the date of the town meeting.



















1 aBaaaai&aaSXgiHtP Executive 47,310 48,781 52,600
2 XX^MK^XEipeXXSsX Financial Administ. 40,385 47,595 44,400
3 Election and Registration Expenses 19,505 19,684 20,900
4 Cemeteries 2,600 3,129 2,500
5 General Government Buildings 10,500 8,589 12,500
6 RMp^KaxaXKRKplH^ Employee Benefits 38,515 39,749 44,000
7 Planning and Zoning 20,305 12,500 22,400
8 Legal Expenses 14,500 11,573 13,000
9 Advertising and Regional Association
10 Contingency Fund 5,400 1,267 5,000
PUBLIC SAFETY
1 1 Police Department 104,500 106,737 111,200
12 Fire Department 15,000 15,000 15,000
13 &KMXKJBOXK Emergency Management 1,000 445 1,000
i 14 Building Inspection 5,395 6,223 7,500
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
15 Ei«Kl8HKiieSSHSB( Other Public Safety 5,000 8,998 13,500
16 SMKSSl Highway Department EZKStKKX 115,000 105,650 115.000
17 Street Lighting 2,250 1.825 2.100
SANITATION - Administration 10,200 10.193 250
18 Solid Waste Disposal 61,150 52.647 40.500
19 GarbageEMMS Collection 59.250 65.162 69.400
HEALTH
II
20 Health Department 1.100 1.466 1.100
21 HS^XHieSfiH Ambulances 11.100 10.100 ! 15.400
.22 KKflBSKKaaKX Pest Control 10.450 10.124 12.100
; 23 KaaiSMKKiSX Health Agencies 3.250 3.234 6.975
WELFARE
24 General Assistance 2.000 284 2.000
[
25 Old Age Assistance
26 Aid to the Disabled
CULTURE AND RECREATION
27 Library 34.870 34,566 35,900
28 Parks and Recreation 3,050 3,067 3,500
29 Patriotic Purposes 400 400 400
30 Conservation Commission 210 210 400
DEBT SERVICE
31 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 25,000 25,000 25,000
32 Interest Expense—Long-Term Bonds & Notes 4.260 4,260 2.785
33 Interest Expense— Tax Anticipation Notes 19.100 17,139 27.000
34 Interest Expense—Other Temporary Loans
35 Fiscal Charges on Debt
CAPITAL OUTLAY




38 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
39
40 General Fund Trust (RSA 31:1 9-a)
MISCELLANEOUS
41 Municipal Water Department
42 Municipal Sewer Department
43 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions
44 Insurance ?1 ,38S 91 ,464 9^100
45 Unemployment Compensation




















48 National Bank Stock Taxes
49 Yield Taxes 1,000 1,630 1.500
50 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 25,000 41,720 40.000
51 Inventory Penalties
52 Land Use Change Tax 25,000 25.000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
53 Shared Revenue-Block Grant 45,333 45.956 45.900
54 Highway Block Grant 24,852 24,852 24.850
55 Railroad Tax Other State Grants 1,528 4.198
56 State Aid Water Pollution Projects
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES:
57 State-Federal Forest Land/Recreation Land/Flood Land
58 Other (MS-1 , p. 2, lines 20-22)
59 Other Reimbursements 2,700 2.472 2,000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-FEDERAL
60 Recycling Grant 2,211 1,140
LICENSES AND PERMITS
61 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 210,000 172 ,188 175.000
62 Dog Licenses 1,100 1,650 1,600
63 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 4,400 3,554 3,500
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
64 Income From Departments 3,700 2,177 2,100
65 mXM&WXMmmK Bldg. Perm/Zoning Fees 13,500 16,610 15.000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
66 Interests on Deposits 20,000 18... 6.45 30,000
67 ^H(tttrf-kwW I Lnnnwly Insurance Dividends 3,000 1.4, 352 10,000
68 Miscellaneous Revenues 100 7,723 7,500
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
69 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 55 5,000
70 Income from Water and Sewer Departments
71 Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 167.500
72 Withdrawals from General Fund Trusts
73 Income from Trust Funds
74 Fund Balance
75 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 383,424 358.857 1,106,450
Total Appropriations (line 46)
1,516,710
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (L nATffl 1,106,4 50
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Cou ihr-nmrt 410,260
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF -^ »,,. , N.H.






Article Description Appropriation Expenditure Budget Proposal
12 Fire Truck Fund 24,000 24,000
19 Computer 6,100 6,153
20 Restoration of
Town Records 1,000 999
23 Portable Radios 4,500 4,500
24 Rescue Vehicle 15,000
25 Human Services 3,500 3,478
26 Human Services 700 700
27 American Red Cross 200 200
29 Library Fund 5,000 5,000
30 Conservation Fund 5,000 5,000
9 Safety Building 595,000
(Existing Capital Reserve Fund $40,000)
(Bond Issue $555,000)
11 Fire Truck Fund 24,000*
12 Fire Truck 120,000
(Existing Capital Reserve Fund $96,000)
13 Fire Equipment 7,500







21 Library Bldg Fund 3,000*
TOTALS 65,000 50,030 768,300








TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1991
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hampton
Falls, in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE LINCOLN AKERMAN SCHOOL IN
HAMPTON FALLS ON THURSDAY THE 7TH OF MARCH, 1991 AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE
EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town Meeting
(Hampton Falls Town Hall, March 12, 1991. Polls open at 9:00 A.M. and
close at 7:00 P.M.) in accordance with the Statutory Election Procedures
adopted by the District at its March 1970 Annual Meeting.
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Hampton Falls
School Board to accept State and/or Federal grants and/or gifts for the
Hampton Falls School District.
2. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, including approval and funding or
cost items in the 1991-92 Collective Bargaining Agreements with teachers
and support personnel, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
3. To see what action the District wil 1 take in relation to reports
of Agents, Auditors. Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
4. To transact, any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
GIVEN UNDER uUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID HAMPTON FALLS THIS //~^~~ DA
t
OF FEBRUARY, 1991.
A true copy of Warrant -- At
<r
'i^yvci. c^--Xsga^<^kAaj.r perso n
// Charlyn E. Brown
Oo t.PJ>Jhr.^.4cO^_
_Charles P. Graham
, ) School Board
test: £ ^s/^ C r / '̂&-£*.->-. J Chair person
p Charlyn E. Brown
School Board
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TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1991
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hampton
Falls, in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY THE 12TH OF MARCH, 1991 AT NINE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO VOTE FOR
DISTRICT OFFICERS.
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 7:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers
at the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by Statute ( RSA 671:2) and was
adopted by the District at its 1970 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID HAMPTON FALLS THIS J&-^~ DAY
OF JANUARY, 1991.
£&rJH.Ctp^' , /_M^<^j^y Chairperson
// Charlyn E. Brown
^QaJXI %2^^




DATE 82/06/91 TIME 09:29 AH HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT PAGE 1
( i> BUDGET PROPOSAL-APPROPRIATIONS
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
aCCTt J TITLE 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
1100-113 SALARIES - TEACHERS
388,922.23 401,256.00 424,731.00 424,731.00
1100-115 SALARIES - AIDES
27,459.00 29,894.00 32,506.00 32,506.00
1108-117 SALARIES - TUTORS
2,404.37 1,574.00 500.00 500.00
1100-128 SALARIES - SUBSTITUTES
8,327.76 7,750.00 7,750.00 7,750.00
1100-320 CONTRACTED SERVICES
.00 1,580.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
1100-441 MAINTENANCE - EQUIPMENT
1,819.47 1,610.00 2,610.00 1,810.00
1100-442 REPAIRS - EQUIPMENT
1,098.55 800.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
1100-443 REPAIRS-COMPUTERS
680.12 790.00 970.00 970.00
1100-610 SUPPLIES
n„n
17,136.62 15,200.00 14,878.80 14,878.00
1188-612 SUPPLIES-COMPUTERS
3,488.63 2,516.00 3,780.00 3,780.00
1188-631 TEXTBOOKS - E
478.09 358.80 120.88 1^.00
1108-632 TEXTBOOKS - R
, M „
5,848.30 3,158.00 1,408.88 1,400.00
1180-633 TEXTBOOKS. -S nrn
3,008.81 2,950.00 1,768.00 1,768.98
1188-635 LIBRARY BOOKS
, AM M
4,309.55 4,208.88 4,580.00 4,288.00
1100-636 REFERENCE BOOKS ,,»,«,
641.57 1,099.88 1,183.00 1,103.00
1100-637 WORKBOOKS „ ,n„ M _ ,„ „
3,489.55 2,623.08 2,382.00 2,382.00
1180-642 PERIODICALS -CLASS ROOM
(
1,282.47 1,239.00 1,100.00 1,100.00
1188-741 EQUIPMENT _




TIME 89:29 AM HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUDGET P R P S A L - A P P R P R I A T I N S
PAGE 2
ACCTi I TITLE
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
1989-98 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
1100-743 EQUIPMENT - COMPUTER
7,598.92 1,731.00 310.00 310.00
TOTAL REGULAR INSTRUCTION
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
478,835.67 481,117.00 503,908.00 501,808.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
1200-111 SALARY - DIRECTOR
1200-113 SALARY-LD SPECIALIST











812.00 3,008.00 1,000.00 1,000.(
13,339.20 26,500.00 32,198.00 17,563.00
TOTAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
50,028.45 87,138.00 64,819.00 50,184.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
1435-118 SALARIES - COACHES AND ADVISORS
1435-301 PURCHASED SERVICES - REFEREES
1435-610 SUPPLIES
9,921.92 10,893.00 11,864.00 11,
(
2,050.00 2,050.00 2,050.
2,907.13 3,590.08 3,615.00 3,615.
TOTAL STUDENT ACTIVITIES
************* ************* ************* *************
12,829.05 16,533.00 17,529.00 17,529.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************





TINE 89:29 fill HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT












TOTAL - ADULT EDUCATION
************* ************* ************* ************* *************





.88 358.08 .88 .88 .88
************* ************* ************* HI Ill IIHII IIl ll ll






TOTAL SALARIES - GUIDANCE
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
24,737.68 26,608.88 40,377.00 40,377.00 .80
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
2130-113 SALARY - NURSE
2138-338 PHYSICIAN SERVICES
2138-348 EMPLOYMENT EXAMS
21,982.80 23,126.00 29,991.00 23,993.





633.06 500.00 465.00 465.
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DATE 02/86/91 TIME 09:29 AM HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT PAGE 4
< 54) BUDGET PROPOSAL-APPROPRIATIONS
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
flCCTt t TITLE 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
2130-741 EQUIPMENT
.00 .00 1,500.00 1,500.00
************* ***nm u*** ************* mi mmmini
TOTAL HEALTH
23,685.06 24,706.00 33,206.00 27,208.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
2150-113 SALARY - SPEECH THERAPIST
13,292.57 14,002.00 14,527.00 14,527.00
2150-610 SPEECH SUPPLIES
.00 112.00 112.00 112.00
TOTAL SPEECH
13,292.57 14,114.00 14,639.00 14,639.00 .00
************* ************* ************* HIH I I I HIII IH IH I I
2210-270 COURSE REIMBURSEMENT - CREDIT ONLY
2,623.60 3,600.00 3,960.00 3,000.00
2210-322 EDUCATIONAL TV
241.60 350.00 263.00 263.00
2210-323 TESTING SERVICES
284.07 1,600.00 1,600.00 1,600.00
2210-324 FILM RENTAL
180.00 400.00 250.00 250.00
2210-350 CURRICULUM
353.30 1,000.00 600.00 400.00
2210-580 STAFF EXPENSES
1,989.78 2,100.00 2,500.00 2,100.00
2210-610 SUPPLIES
36.90 20.00 328.00 328.00
2210-637 PROFESSIONAL BOOKS
811.00 450.00 450.00 450.00
Tinrmnmnnri TirinmrTxTTTirw mmmnrfTTT xTinHfirTmrTinr titTimnrtVYim
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
6,520.25 9,520.00 9,951.00 8,391.00 .00
************* ************* HIH IIIIIIII HIII I IHIIH *************
2220-115 SALARIES - LIBRARY CLERKS




TIME 89:29 AM HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT




EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
1989-98 1998-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
2220-444 REPAIRS TO AV EQUIPMENT
283.88 488. .88 258.
2228-610 SUPPLIES
2228-611 AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS
208.00 288.88 288.
335. 7B 388. OCT. W 6W«
2228-648 PERIODICALS
1,232.85 1,288.88 1,288.88 1,288.
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Tmrxxmrxtxt
13,375.63 14,865.88 15,858.88 14,888.88
************* ***4*****t**t HHHHHt******* ********«




6,565.88 6,488.80 6,988.88 6,588.
378.50 1,000.08 1,888.88 588.
1,780.80 1,940.00 1,948.
.88 78.88 78.88 70.08
2310-522 LIABILITY INSURANCE
218.28 248. 270.88 278.
2310-523 BOND INSURANCE
63.88 78.88 108. (
2318-538 POSTAGE AND TELEPHONE
355.88 158. 300.00 380.
2310-818 DUES AND FEES
2310-891 WORKSHOPS-SEMINARS-TRAVEL
2310-892 OTHER
1,488.49 1,329.88 1,759.88 1,759.
1,799.53 1,888.88 1,800.88 758.
4,468.18 850.00 850.00 850.
TOTAL BOARD OF EDUCATION
************* I I I IHHWH ************* ************* *************
17,827.98 12,889.88 14,189.08 13,039.88 .88
HHHHHHHHHHHtt *«#«*«**** ************* II1II1UIIUI
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EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
21,664.00 29,346.00 24,665.00 24,665.00
TOTAL SAU EXPENSES
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
21,664.00 29,346.00 24,665.00 24,665.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
2400-111 SALARY - PRINCIPAL
2400-114 SALARY - SECRETARY
2400-128 SALARY - SECRETARY SUBSTITUTE
2400-521 LIABILITY INSURANCE
2400-530 TELEPHONE AND POSTAGE
2400-610 SUPPLIES
2400-741 EQUIPMENT
2400-810 DUES AND FEES
28,934.01 50,000.00 49,350.00 49,350.








370.00 600.00 1,000.00 900.
TOTAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
63,017.78 77,426.00 81,142.00 78,948.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
2542-116 SALARIES - CUSTODIANS
2542-128 SALARIES - TEMPORARY
2542-130 SALARIES - OVERTIME
2542-431 TRASH REMOVAL
45,702.36 47,830.00 53,578.00 50,177.
2,352.00 4,500.00 5,154.00 4,386.
394.44 500. 500.00 500.
988.13 1,286.00 1,500.00 1,500.
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(189) BUDGET PROPOSAL-APPROPRIATIONS
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
ACCTf 4 TITLE 1989-99 1999-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
2542-435 PEST CONTROL
195.99 275.99 275.99 275.99
2542-436 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
24.99 199.99 199.99 199.99
2542-441 MAINTENANCE - EQUIPMENT
6,996.57 5,959.99 5,979.99 5,979.99
2542-445 REPAIRS
19,369.35 5,599.99 5,989.99 5,899.99
2542-469 RENOVATIONS AND REMODELING
5,731.34 8,399.99 2,873.99 2,873.99
2542-521 PROPERTY INSURANCE
19,942.89 11,369.99 12,169.99 12,169.99
2542-619 SUPPLIES
11,238.35 6,529.99 6,899.99 6,899.99
2542-652 ELECTRICITY
26,151.97 26,899.99 28,899.99 28,899.99
2542-653 OIL
18,189.99 12,600.99 22,990.00 22,099.99
2542-741 EQUIPMENT
4,173.31 .99 3,257.99 495.99
2542-890 TRAINING
246.37 120.99 249.99 120.99
HIIIIIH I IH ************* ************* ************* HWWHHH
TOTAL BUILDINGS
142,698.98 132,759.00 148,287.99 149,966.99 .99
****(***»**** ************* ************* ************* ************
2543-432 SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
.99 1,920.90 2,350.99 2,359.99
2543-437 MOWING GRASS
1,395.99 1,599.99 1,500.00 1,509.09
2543-438 GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
1,636.83 830.09 839.99 839.99
************* milium** ************* hi iiih nnum tm
TOTAL SITES
2,941.83 4,259.99 4,689.99 4,689.99 .99








EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
2552-510 TRANSPORTATION - CONTRACT
2553-510 TRANSPORTATION - SPECIAL NEEDS
2554-510 TRANSPORTATION - FIELD TRIPS
2555-510 TRANSPORTATION - ATHLETICS




5,864.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,(
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION
iiiniiiiim niiiiiimnmrrmmTf
50,876.16 46,844.00 54,564.00 49,965.00 .00
*»***+******* ************* WHHIHIH IIIIIIIIIHH Hill IH








70,189.99 81,262.00 92, 8%. 00 92,896.
5,660.22 6,104.00 5,248.00 5,248.
1,583.78 1,484.00 1,613.00 1,613.
6,663.00 7,000.00 9,006.00 8,693.
1,637.69 2,584.00 2,380.00 2,355.
7,332.31 7,085.00 30,667.00 29,458.
47,918.38 55,919.00 56,953.00 56,015.
1,097.51 1,;
TOTAL FIXED CHARGES
wVYYVYtiHr4HHHr THnHHrrxTTiHrTT inrwTTHHHHHHHHr TTHHriHHHHHHHHr TiHHrKiHHHriHHHf
142,082.88 162,788.00 200,263.00 197,778.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
5100-830 PRINCIPAL PAYMENT
5100-840 INTEREST PAYMENTS
105,000.00 110,000.00 115,000.00 115,<
161,197.59 155,013.00 148,260.00 148,260.
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DATE 82/06/91 TIME 09:29 AM HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
< 148) BUDGET PROPOSAL-APPROPRIATIONS
PAGE 9
ACCTi 4 TITLE
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 PROPOSAL 1991-92
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE
************* tUIHI****** ************* HWIIH1I I 1 *************
266,197.50 265,013.00 263,260.00 263,260.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
TOTALS
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
1,329,720.57 1,405,457.00 1,492,237.00 1,449,945.00 .00
************* ************* ************* HUH iHHHttHH
2560-111 SALARY - LUNCH DIRECTOR
16,102.00 19,152.00 20,110.00 19,866.
2560-118 SALARIES - CAFETERIA WORKERS
9,821.01 9,981.00 9,130.00 9,021.
2560-128 SALARIES - SUBSTITUTES
13.00 290. 290.00 290.
2560-214 WORKERS COMPENSATION
500.00 1,412.00 1,740.00 1,719.
2560-230 FICA
2,074.99 2,251.00 2,237.00 2,210.
2560-530 POSTAGE AND TELEPHONE
540.57 550.00 550.00 550.
2560-610 SUPPLIES - NON-FOOD
2,726.32 2,400.00 2,750.00 2,750.
2560-614 SUPPLIES - MILK AND FOOD
24,586.51 .22,000.00 26,250.00 26,250.
TOTAL SCHOOL LUNCH
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
58,364.40 58,036.00 63,057.00 62,656.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
TOTALS
************* ************* ************* *************
1,388,084.97 1,463,493.00 1,555,294.00 1,512, 601. 00 .00
************* ************* ************* ******* i *************
A-28
DATE re/06/91 TIME 09:29 AM
( 163)
HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT












SCHOOL BOARD FINAL ACTION
PROPOSAL 1991-92
GRAND TOTAL
************* ************* ************* ************* »| |11IIIIH )
1,388,084.97 1,483,493.00 1,555,294.00 1,512,601.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* *************
A-29

















1000 INSTRUCTION XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
1100 Regular Programs 481,117 501.808
1200 Special Program 87.138 50,184
1300 Vocational Programs
1400 Other Instructional Programs 16.533 17.529
1600 Adult/Continuing Education 1.700 XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2100 Pupjl Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2110 Attendance & Social Work 350
2120 Guidance 26.608 40.377
2130 Health 24,706 27.20S
2140 Psychological
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 14.114 14.639
2190 Other Pupil Services
2200 Instructional Staff Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2210 Improvement of Instruction 9.520 8.391
2220 Educational Media 14.065 14.808
2290 Other Inst. Staff Services
2300 General Administration XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2310 School Board XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2310 870 Contingency
2310 All Other Objects 12.889 13.039
2320 Office of Superintendent XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 29.346 24.665
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Adm. Services
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services
2400 School Administration Services 77
r
42fi 78.948
2500 Business Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx
2520 Fiscal
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 137,000 145,646
2550 Pupil Transportation 46 , 844 49.965
2570 Procurement
2590 Other Business Services 162.788 197.778
2600 Managerial Services
2900 Other Support Services
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST. 20,000 XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX!
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx;
5100 Debt Service XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
5100 830 Principal 110.000 115.000 XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
5100 840 Interest 155.013 148.260 XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX]
5200 Fund Transfers XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx:
5220 To Federal Projects Fund
5240 To Food Service Fund 58.036 62.656
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
1122 Deficit Appropriation
- Supplemental Appropriation
(OFFSET BY LIKE AMOUNT BY REVENUE)
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,483,493 1,512,601
Complete "REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION" on page 4
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TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES DEPT. OF
REVENUE
xxxxxxxxxxxx 770 Unreserved Fund Balance 43,-660





3210 School Building Aid 31.799 34,500
xxxxxxxxxxxx 3220 Area Vocational School
xxxxxxxxxxxx 3230 Driver Education
3240 Catastrophic Aid
3250 Adult Education
3270 Child Nutrition 1.067 1.000
Other (identity) - Gas Tax 250 200










5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX
5220 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
xxxxxxxxxxxx 5230 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
51 00 Sale of Bonds or Notes
1000 Local Rev. other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition - Adult Ed. 1,700




xxxxxxxxxxxx Other (identity) - Lunch Sales 33
f
41fi 35,500
— SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA)








TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
1,483,493 1,512,601
(School Portion of the Business F
to the District Assessment wh en computing the School Tax Rate)
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx OF Hampton Falls N.H.
xxxxxxxxxxxx
'
xxxxxxxxxxxx Certified That Budget Was Posted With Warrant on "T^MU GjL<J 4^0, 1991
xxxxxxxxxxxx s ^cLf-A^.- <f.jGx-#c*~>^>
rp~i /^' /--> rs (~\-. Charlyn E. Brown
/^>/?> j6J/^Z'' Paul A. Nason




Special Revenue Funds (Memorandum Only)
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable
Budget Actual (Unfavorable) Budget Actual (Unfavorable)









534 534 6,300 5,163 ( 1,137)
1,165 1,165 35,140 39,101 3,961
34,960 35,475 515 34,960 36,720 1,760
34,960 37,174 2,214 2,784,609 2 ,829,950 45,341











































8 t 672 $10,158 $1^486
( 83,558) ( 18,347)
142,768 142,768
65,211
Tbe notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds










Interest $ 2,445 $ 2,504
Operating Expenses
Cemetery Care 495 405




Fund Balance - January 1
Fund Balance - December 31






The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
Statement of Cash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds





Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Paid to Suppliers and Employees
Interest Received




Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities 1,827
Cash - January 1 36,223
Cash - December 31 $38,050
Reconciliation of Net Income to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Net Income $ 1,131
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income to
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activity
Increase in Due to Other Funds 696
Net Cash Provided by Operations $ 1>827
The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1990
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Town of Hampton Falls, New Hampshire was incorporated in 1722 and operates
under a Selectmen form of government.
The financial statements of the Town have been prepared in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as applied to the governmental
units. The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted
standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and financial
reporting principles. The more significant of the government's accounting
policies are described below.
A. Governmental Reporting Entity
For financial reporting purposes, in conformity with the National Council
on Governmental Accounting Statement Number 3, "Defining the Governmental
Reporting Entity," the Town of Hampton Falls includes all funds, account
groups, agencies, boards, commissions and authorities that are controlled
by or dependent on the Town's executive or legislative branches. Control
by or dependence on the Town is determined on the basis of budget
adoption, taxing authority, outstanding debt secured by revenues or
general obligations of the Town, obligation of the Town to finance any
deficits that may occur, or receipt of significant subsidies from the
Town.
The following organizations are not part of the Town and are excluded
from the accompanying financial report:
Hampton Falls School District
Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department
B. Basis of Presentation
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or account
groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The
operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-
balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity,
revenues, and expenditures/expenses, as appropriate. Governmental
resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual funds based
upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means by which
spending activities are controlled. The various funds are grouped by
type in the financial statements. The following fund types and account
groups are used by the Town:
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES
Governmental Funds are those through which most governmental functions of
the Town are financed. The acquisition, use and balances of the Town's
expendable financial resources, and the related liabilities are accounted
for through governmental funds. The measurement focus is upon
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determination of changes in financial position, rather than upon net
income determination. The following are the Town's Governmental Fund
Types
:
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not allocated
by law or contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this
fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the
fixed charges, and the capital improvement costs that are not paid
through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the
proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust or
major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal or
regulatory provisions or administrative action. Included in this fund
type are the Conservation Commission and Hampton Falls Free Library
Funds.
FIDUCIARY FUND TYPES
Fiduciary Funds are used to account for assets held by the Town in a
trustee capacity or as an agent for individuals, private organizations,
other governmental units and/or other funds. The following are the
Town's Fiduciary Fund Types:
Trust and Agency Funds - Trust and Agency Funds are used to account for
the assets held in trust or as an agent for others by the Town. The
Nonexpendable and Expendable Trust Funds (which include Capital Reserve
Funds) and Developers' Performance Bond Funds are shown in this fund
type.
ACCOUNT GROUPS
Account groups are used to establish .accounting control and account-
ability for the Town's general fixed assets and general long-term debt.
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General* fixed assets have been
acquired for general governmental purposes and have been recorded as
expenditures in the fund making the expenditure. These expenditures are
required to be capitalized at historical cost in a General Fixed Asset
Group of Accounts for accountability purposes. In accordance with the
practices followed by most other municipal entities in the State, the
Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and,
accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally
accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial report.
The following is the Town's account group:
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This group of accounts is
established to account for all long-term debt of the Town.
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Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Total columns on the combined statements are captioned "Memorandum Only"
to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate financial
analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial position,
results of operations, or changes in financial position in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is such data
comparable to a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been made
in the aggregation of this data.
Comparative Data
Comparative total data for the prior year have been presented in the
accompanying financial statements in order to provide an understanding of
changes in the government's financial position and operations. However,
comparative data have not been presented in all statements, because their
inclusion would make certain statements unduly complex and difficult to
understand.
Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the Governmental, Expendable Trust, and Agency Funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized
when susceptible to accrual (i.e., when they become both measurable and
available) . "Measurable" means the amount of the transaction can be
determined, and "available" means collectible within the current period
or soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current
period. Application of the "susceptibility to accrual" criteria requires
judgement, consideration of the materiality of the item in question, and
due regard for the practicality of accrual, as well as consistency in
application. Those revenues susceptible to accrual are taxes,
intergovernmental revenues, charges for services and interest revenue.
Licenses and permits and most other local source revenues are not
susceptible to accrual, because generally they are not measurable until
received in cash. Expenditures are recorded when the related fund
liability is incurred. Accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay, and
principal and interest on general long-term debt, are recorded as fund
liabilities when due. All Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for
using the accrual basis of accounting. Under this method, revenues are
recorded when earned and expenses are recorded at the time liabilities
are incurred.
Budgetary Accounting
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary
funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary accounting system
in accordance with various legal requirements which govern the Town's
operations. At its annual meeting, the Town adopts a budget for the
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current year for the General and all Special Revenue Funds. This budget
is adopted on a basis consistent with generally accepted accounting
principles.
The budget is used by the Department of Revenue Administration each fall
to set the tax rate for the municipality. Management may transfer
appropriations between operating categories as they deem necessary. All
annual appropriations lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not fully
expended at year end) are recognized, is employed in the governmental
funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are
therefore reported as part of the fund balance at December 31 and are
carried forward to supplement appropriations of the subsequent year.
State Statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of
beginning General Fund unreserved fund balance to achieve that end. In
1990, the beginning General Fund balance was applied as follows:
Unreserved Fund Balance
Used to Reduce Tax Rate $65,903
Beginning Fund Balance -
Reserved for Encumbrances 17,655
Total Use of Beginning Fund Balance $83,558
E. Assets, Liabilities and Fund Equity
1. Cash and Equivalents
State Statutes authorize the Town to invest excess funds in the
custody of the Treasurer in obligations of the United States
Government, in savings bank deposits of banks incorporated under the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, in certificates of deposit of
banks incorporated under the laws of the State of New Hampshire, or
in national banks located within this State or the State of
Massachusetts. These financial statements report investments in
certificates of deposit and savings bank deposits under the caption
Cash and Equivalents.
2. Receivables
Revenues for the most part are recorded when received, except for
the following items for which receivables have been recorded:
a. Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant for collection is com-
mitted to the Tax Collector.
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The National Council on Governmental Accounting, Interpretation
3, referring to property tax revenue recognition, requires
disclosure if property taxes receivable, which are to be
collected beyond a period of 60 days subsequent to year's end,
are recognized on the balance sheet and not reserved. In
accordance with the practice followed by other municipal
entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Hampton
Falls annually recognizes all taxes receivable at the end of
the fiscal year unless reserved as explained above.
The Town believes that the application of NCGA Interpretation
3, which would result in a decrease in the undesignated General
Fund unreserved fund balance, would give a misleading
impression of the Town's ability to meet its current and future
obligations. On December 7, 1984, the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB) , in response to a related inquiry, gave
justification for this deviation from the generally accepted
60-day rule on revenue recognition, concluding that the
circumstances relating to the payment of school tax liabilities
in New Hampshire were unusual and therefore justified a period
of greater than sixty days. This practice is consistent with
the previous year.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector places a lien on
properties for all uncollected property taxes in the following
year after taxes are due. The lien on these properties has
priority over other liens and accrues interest at 18% per
annum.
If property is not redeemed within the two-year redemption
period, the property is tax-deeded to the Town.
A receivable for such liens is recognized, with no allowance
for uncollectibles due to the process of deeding.
b. Interest on investments is recorded as revenue in the year
earned.
Interfund Receivables and Payables
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The
accompanying governmental and fiduciary fund financial statements
reflect such transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain
transactions have not been paid or received as of December 31,
balances of interfund amounts receivable or payable have been
recorded.
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4. Long-Term Liabilities
All governmental funds and expendable trust funds are accounted for
on a spending or "financial flow" measurement focus. This means
that only current assets and current liabilities are generally
included on their balance sheets. Their reported fund balance (net
current assets) is considered a measure of "available spendable
resources". Governmental fund operating statements present
increases (revenues and other financing sources) and decreases
(expenditures and other uses) in net current assets. Accordingly,
they are said to present a summary of sources and uses of available
spendable resources during a period.
General obligation bonds and other forms of long-term debt supported
by general revenues are obligations of the Town as a whole.
Accordingly, such unmatured obligations of the Town are accounted
for in the General Long-Term Debt Group of Accounts.
It is the Town's policy to permit employees to accumulate a limited
amount of earned but unused vacation benefits, which will be paid to
employees upon separation from the Town's service. In Governmental
Fund Types and Fiduciary Fund Types, the cost of vacation benefits
is recognized when payments are made to employees. A long-term
liability of $2,338 of accrued annual leave benefits at December 31,
1990 has been recorded in the General Long-Term Debt Group of




Reserved fund balance indicates that portion of fund equity which
has been legally segregated for specific purposes.
Designated Fund Balance
Designated fund balance indicates that portion of fund equity for
which the Town has made tentative plans.
Undesignated Fund Balance
Undesignated fund balance indicates that portion of fund equity
which is available to reduce taxes of the subsequent year.
Vacation and Sick Pay
Full-time employees may take up to 10 days sick leave and 10 days
vacation per year. Estimated value of accumulated sick leave is $1,636
at December 31, 1990.
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NOTE 2 - ASSETS
A. Cash and Investments
At year end, the carrying amount of the Town's cash deposits is $413,872
and the bank balance is $461,578. Of the bank balance, $243,672 was
covered by Federal depository insurance and $217,906 was uninsured.
The Town is further authorized to invest Trust Funds, except Capital
Reserve Funds, in obligations of political subdivisions and stocks and
bonds that are legal for investment by New Hampshire savings banks.
Capital Reserve Funds must be kept separate and not intermingled with
other Trust Funds. Capital Reserve Funds may be invested only in savings
bank deposits of New Hampshire banks, or in United States or State of New
Hampshire bonds or notes.
B. Property Taxes
The property tax year is from April 1 to March 31 and all property taxes
are assessed on the inventory taken in April of that year.
The Town subscribes to the semi-annual method of tax collection as
provided for by RSA 76:15-a. Under this method, tax bills are sent on or
around May 1 and November 1 of each year, with interest accruing at a
rate of 12% on bills outstanding for more than thirty days.
The May 1 billing is considered an estimate only and is one half of the
previous year's tax billing. The remaining balance of taxes due is
billed in the fall after the State Department of Revenue Administration
has calculated and approved the Town's tax rate for the fiscal year.
Annually, the Town establishes and raises through taxation an amount for
abatements and refunds of property taxes, known as overlay. All
abatements and refunds are charged to this account. The amount raised in
1990 was $17,000 and expenditures amounted to $34,906. The property
taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for the Hampton Falls
and Winnacunnet Cooperative School Districts and Rockingham County, which
are remitted to these governmental units as required by law. The
ultimate responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town.
C. Interfund Receivables/Payables
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at December 31,
1990 are as follows:
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NOTE 3 - LIABILITIES
A. Intergovernmental Payable
The Town has recorded $767,533 as an intergovernmental payable which
represents the balance of the school district assessment due to be paid
to the Hampton Falls and Winnacunnet Cooperative School Districts during
the six-month period ending June 30, 1991.
B. Defined Benefit Pension Plan
The Town of Hampton Falls participates in the New Hampshire Retirement
System, a cost-sharing multiple-employer public employee retirement
system. This system is a defined benefit contributory retirement plan,
administered by the State of New Hampshire, which covers substantially
all employees of the State and participating political subdivisions, and
the teaching and professional staff of the public school system. The
payroll for Town employees covered by the system for the year ended
December 31, 1990 was $76,914.
The New Hampshire Retirement System provides retirement, disability and
death benefits according to predetermined formulae. All full-time
employees are eligible to participate in the system.
Covered police employees contribute 9.3% of their salary to the plan.
The Town is required by the same statute to contribute a percentage of
the employee's salary, based on an actuarial valuation of the entire
State plan performed June 30, 1985. These contributions represented
6.23% through June 30, 1990. From July 1, 1990, the Town's contribution
rate was 6.82%. The contribution requirements for the year ended
December 31, 1990 were $12,183, which consisted of $5,030 from the Town
and $7,153 from employees.
The "pension benefit obligation" is a standardized disclosure measure of
the present value of pension benefits, adjusted for the effects of
projected salary increases and step-rate benefits, estimated to be
payable in the future as a result of employee service to date. The
measure, which is the actuarial present value of credited projected
benefits, is intended to help users assess the system's funding status on
a going-concern basis, assess progress made in accumulating sufficient
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assets to pay benefits when due, and make comparisons among retirement
systems and employers. The State retirement system does not make
separate measurements of assets and pension benefit obligations for
individual employers. According to plan administrators, the pension
benefit obligation at June 30, 1989 for the system as a whole, determined
through an actuarial valuation performed as of that date, was
$1,332,083,112. The system's net assets available for benefits on June
30, 1989 (as reported in the Plan's Audited Annual Report dated June 8,
1990) were at $1,114,621,243. No more recent figures are available at
this time. The percentage that the Town has in relation to the entire
plan cannot be determined. Nor is 10-year historical trend information
required by GASB 5 available for individual employees. See page 32 of
the above-referenced Annual Report.
Long-Term Debt
1. General Obligation Debt
The following is a summary of general obligation debt transactions
of the Town for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1990.
General Obligation Debt Payable, January 1, 1990 $70,000
General Obligation Debt Retired 25,000
General Obligation Debt Payable, December 31, 1990 $45,000
General obligation debt payable at December 31, 1990 is comprised of
the following individual issue:
$120,000 1987 Land Purchase Bonds due
in annual installments of $25,000 on
July 15, 1991 and $20,000 on July 15,
1992, interest varying from 6.1% to 6.3% $45,000
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt
outstanding as of December 31, 1990, including interest payments,
are as follows:
Annual Requirements To Amortize General Obligation Debt
Fiscal Year Ending General Obligation Debt
December 31, Principal Interest Total
1991 $25,000 $2,785 $27,785
1992 20,000 1,260 21,260
Totals $45,000 $4,045 $49,045
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All debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by
its full faith and credit.
Legal Debt Margin
According to State Law, Town borrowing (exclusive of those
exceptions allowed under the provision of the Municipal Finance Act)
may not exceed one and seventy-five hundredths percent (1.75%) of
the valuation of property based upon the applicable last locally
assessed valuation of the municipality as equalized by the
Commissioner of Revenue Administration. At December 31, 1990, the
Town of Hampton Falls is using an equalized value of $194,666,948
and a legal debt margin of $3,406,672.
2. Compensated Absences
The Town has recognized $2,338 as an accrued liability for




Compensated Absences Payable 2,338
Total $47,338
NOTE 4 - FUND EQUITY
Reserved for Encumbrances
The General Fund reserve for encumbrances at December 31, 1990 is detailed in
Exhibit A-2 and totals $20,092.
Reserved for Special Purposes
The $203,717 of fund balances reserved for special purposes represents Capital
Reserve Funds legally reserved for specific future purposes.
Reserved for Endowments
The $37,354 reserved for endowments represents the balance of Trust Funds
which must be held for investment or expended for specific purposes.
Designated for Special Purposes
The $10,158 designated for special purposes represents Special Revenue Fund
balances which management intends to use in the subsequent years.
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Trust Funds
The principal amount of all Nonexpendable Trust Funds is restricted either by
law or by terms of individual bequests, in that only income earned may be
expended. The Town's Nonexpendable and Expendable Trust Funds at December 31,
1990 are detailed as follows:
Purpose
Perpetual Care









Total All Trust Funds















There are various claims and suits pending against the Town which arise in the
normal course of the Town's activities. In the opinion of management, the
ultimate disposition of these various claims and suits will not have a






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION











4. Valuation before Exemptions Allowed
5. Elderly Exemptions












RECAPITULATION OF TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation
Tax Rate
Total Gross Property Taxes
Less: Estimated War Services Tax Credits
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ANNUAL TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
R.S.A. Chapter 21-J
MS-5
PARTI TAXES - ALL FUNDS
A. TAXES
1. Property Taxes - collected 2,464,667
6. Yield Taxes - collected 1,630
7. Interest and penalties on taxes 41,720
8. Tax Sales/Liens Redeemed 135,294
9. Motor vehicle permit fees 172,188
10. Total 2,815,499
B.LICENSES AND PERMITS
1. Dog Licenses 1,805
2. Business licenses, permits & filing fees 22,211
3. All other licenses, permits and fees 5,946
4. Total 29,962
PART II INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT





B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Shared revenue 45,956
2. Highway block grant 24,852
3. State grant for recycling 1,641
8. All other state grants (disposal of tires) 44
7. Total 72,493
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
1. Reimbursements from other local governments 1,140
Recycling grant from 53-B District
2. Total 1,140
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PART III REVENUE FROM CHARGES FOR SERVICES -
ALL FUNDS
13. Other sales and service charges 1,837
14. Total 1,837
PART IV MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
3. Interest on investments 18,645
4. Rents miscellaneous revenue 340
6. Other miscellaneous revenue 14,747
8. Total 33,732
PART V OTHER FINANCING SOURCES - ALL FUNDS
3. Other financing sources 3,853
4. Total 3,853
PART VI NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS -ALL FUNDS
1. Tax Anticipation Notes 950,000
7. Other non-revenue receipts 10,159
8. Total 960,159
9. TOTAL REVENUE FROM ALL SOURCES 3,921,188
10. CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1,1990 171,371
11. GRAND TOTAL 4,092,559









2. Financial Administration 47,595 6,153
3. Election & registration 20,682 1,267
4. Cemeteries 3,127
5. General gov't buildings 8,589
8. Planning & zoning 12,500
9. Legal 11,573
10. Employee Benefits 39,749
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B. PUBLIC SAFETY
1. Police department 115,734 4,500
2. Fire department 15,000
3. Emergency management 445
4. Building inspection 6,223
C. HIGHWAYS, STREETS, BRIDGES
2. Highway Department 105,650
3. Street lighting 1,825
D. SANITATION
1 . Solid waste disposal 52,647
2. Solid waste collection 65,162
3. Sanitation-Administration 10,193
E. HEALTH
1. Health department 1,466
2. Health Agencies 7,612
3. Ambulances 10,100
4. Pest control 10,124
F. WELFARE
4. General Assistance 284
G. CULTURE & RECREATION
1. Library 34,566
2. Parks & recreation 3,067
3. Patriotic purposes 400
4. Conservation Commission 210
H. DEBT SERVICE
1. Prin.-long term bonds/notes 25,000
2. Int. -long term bonds/notes 4,260
5. Int.-tax anticipation notes 17,139
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I. OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
1. Payments to capital
reserve funds
a. Fire Truck 24,000






1. Payments-tax anticip. notes 950,000
2. Taxes bought by town 269,637
3. Abatements, refunds 14,979
PART VII EXPENDITURES OF ALL FUNDS
N. PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENT
1. To State-dog, marriage lies. 2,161
2. Taxes paid to county 162,950
4. Taxes paid to schools 1,786,803
5. Total payments-all purp. 3,944,083
6. Cash on hand 12/31/90 148,476
7. GRAND TOTAL 4,092,559
PART IX SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
A. Long term notes outstanding
1. Public Safety Building Land 45,000
PART XII SALARIES
AND WAGES 227,490
PART XIII CASH & INVESTMENTS
AT END OF THIS FISCAL YEAR
CASH AND DEPOSITS—
cash on hand 148,457
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PART XV SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
(As of December 31, 1990)
la. Town hall, lands & buildings 395,300
b. Furniture & equipment 13,830
2a. Libraries, lands & buildings 124,500
b. Furniture & equipment 171,000
3b. Police department, equipment 6,500
4a. Fire department, land & buildings 100,000
b. Fire department, equipment
5a. Highway department, land & buildings 152,800
c. Materials and supplies 2,000
6. Parks, commons 25,000
9. Schools, lands & buildings, equipment 3,629,255
12. All lands & buildings from tax collector's deeds
Brush dump land 80,500
Depot Road land 220,300
New Cemetery Land 90,900
Town Forest 236,400
Bates/Neibling land 305,000




As of December 31, 1990
200 Cash 148,476





232 TOTALACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 735,881
246 TOTAL ASSETS 884,357
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249 Fund Balance Dec 31, 1989 1 16,441
250 Fund Balance Dec 31, 1990 94,171




301 Accounts payable 2,561
323 School District taxes payable 767,533
337 Total accounts owed by the Town 770,094
343 Total liabilities 770,094
344 Fund balance - current surplus 1 14,263
347 GRAND TOTAL-Sum of lines 343/344 884,357
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A SCHEDULE OF TOWN OWNED LAND
1991
Street
Location Use Source Map LotAcres Value
Drinkwater Dump Purchase 2 60 3.6 80,500
Drinkwater Town Hall Purchase 2 72 1.0 53,900
Drinkwater Town Hall Purchase 2 73 1.0 59,800
Drinkwater Town Hall Purchase 2 74 1.0 53,900
Drinkwater Town Hall Purchase 2 75 1.0 61,000
Rt. 88 Library Gift 2 83 .167 45,100
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 91 12.5 4,700
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 94 2.0 800
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 100 9.0 3,400
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 110 6.5 2,400
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 114 3.3 1,200
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 119 2.2 800
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 2 120 2.5 900
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale 3 155 7.0 2,600
Marsh* Conserv. Tax Sale M 1 6.0 2,300
Marsh Conserv. Tax Sale M 7 7.0 2,600
Drinkwater Town Forest Purchase 4 7 111.0 236,400
Rt88 Vacant Tax Sale 4 35 .5 43,900
Nason Conserv. Gift 4 57 8.0 115,000
Nason Cemetery Purchase 4 61-1 6.0 90,900
Nason Cemetery Gift 4 62 .25
West of Rt. 88 Conserv. Gift 6 18 54.0 190,000
East of Rt. 88 Conserv. Gift 6 68 6.0 22,500
Rt 1/ Rt. 84 Common Gift 8 — .10
Rt. 88 Cemetery Gift 8 30 1.5
East of Rt. 95 Conserv. Tax Sale 8 31 2.4 7,200
Depot Road Conserv. Dedication 8 83 14.74 144,000
Depot Road Conserv. Dedication 8 84-1 5.7 76,300
Rt. 1/Rt. 88 Common Gift 8 88 .33
TOTAL 276.29 1,302,100
gift to the Town in 1990
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS &
EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
TITLE APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURE BALANCE OVERDRAFT
Executive 47,310 48,781 1,471
Election/Registration 19,505 19,684 179
Financial Admin 40,385 47,595 7,210
Legal 14,500 11,573 2,927
Employee Benefits 38,515 39,749 1,234
Planning & Zoning 20,305 12,500 7,805
Government Buildings 10,500 8,589 1,911
Cemeteries 2,600 3,129 529
Insurance 21,385 21,464 79
Contingency Fund 5,400 1,267 4,133
Police 104,500 106,737 2,237
Ambulance 11,100 10,100 1,000
Fire 15,000 15,000
Building Inspection 5,395 6,223 828
Emergency Management 1,000 445 555
Other Public Safety 5,000 8,998 3,998
Highway 115,000 105,650 9,350
Street Lights 2,250 1,825 425
Admin.-Sanitation 10,200 10,193 7
Solid Waste Collection 59,250 65,162 5,912
Solid Waste Disposal 61,150 52,647 8,503
Health 1,100 1,466 366
Pest Control 10,450 10,124 326
Health Agencies 3,250 3,234 16
Welfare 2,000 284 1,716
Parks & Recreation 3,050 3,067 17
Library 34,870 34,566 304
Patriotic Purposes 400 400
Conservation Commission 210 210
Bond-Principal (Land) 25,000 25,000
Bond-Interest (Land) 4,260 4,260
Interest- Tax Ant Notes 19,100 17,139 1,961
#12 Fire Truck Fund 24,000 24,000
#19 Computer 6,100 6,153 53
#20 Restore Town Records 1,000 999 1
#23 Portable Radios 4,500 4,500
#24 Rescue Vehicle 15,000 15,000
#25 Human Service Org. 3,500 3,478 22
#26 New Human Ser. Org. 700 700
#27 American Red Cross 200 200
#29 Library Building Fund 5,000 5,000
#30 Conser. Land Fund 5,000 5,000






ON HAND 1/1/90 171,371.00
TAXES
1989 Yield Tax $ 379.33
1990 Yield Tax 1,251.15
1989 Property Tax 517,375.27
1990 Property Tax 1,947,292.15
1989 Interest on Property Tax 21,760.59
1990 Interest on Property Tax 3,954.26
1987 Property Tax Liens Redeemed 11,607.69
1988 Property Tax Liens Redeemed 31,247.22
1989 Property Tax Liens Redeemed 92,439.29
1987 Interest & Cost on Prop. Tax Redeemed 3,203.58
1988 Interest & Cost on Tax Liens Redeemed 6,679.31
1989 Interest & Cost on Tax Liens Redeemed 4,131.18
1987 Redemption Costs 174.50
1988 Redemption Costs 541.00
1989 Redemption Costs 1,276.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shares Revenue — Block Grant 45,955.77
Highway Block Grant 24,852.01
Department of Transportation (Tire Disposal) 44.00
Recycling Grant — Office of State Planning 1,641.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - FEDERAL
Refund — Excise Tax on Gasoline 331.71
Other Grants
DWI Patrol Grant 2,179.02
Overpayment —Social Security 2.25
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES — REGIONAL
Recycling Grant — 53-B District 1,140.00
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LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 172,188.00
Dog Licenses — Town 1,650.00
Dog Licenses — State 155.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Bad Check Fees 30.00
Current Use Fee 3.00
Filing 11.00
Hawkers & Peddlers License 15.00
Liens 362.00
Marriages — State 2,046.00
Marriages — Town 437.00
Non-Profit Recording Fee 3.00
Pistol Permits 160.00
Pole License Fee 20.00
UCC 1,901.50
Vegas Nights 611.70
Board of Adjustment Fees 385. 10
Building Permits 10,805.80
Driveway Permits 250.00
Health Permits (Perc Tests) 200.00















Rent of Town Property 340.00
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MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Cablevision Franchise Fee 3,498.44
Interest on Deposits
Certificates of Deposit 6,808.23
Checking 1,987.10
Library 177.35









N.H. Municipal Unemployment Fund 325. 17
Property-Liability Insurance Trust Dividend 1,383.72
Solid Waste User Fee 2,447.62
Worker' s Compensation Fund 12,643 . 1
7
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Fees — District Court 214.00
Fuel Oil Refund 218.25
Library — unused funds 1,067.70
Redeposit — Returned Check 693.00
Refunds and Reimbursements
American Legion, Hampton Post 58.55
Conservation Commission 224.00
University of Connecticut 2 10.00
Police Details 1,385.76
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS
Tax Anticipation Notes 950,000.00
Overpayments 10,159.00
Sub-Total $ 4,092,540.22
Less Selectmen's Orders to Pay 3,944,083.24
ON HAND 12/31/90 148,476.97
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CONSERVATION FUND




Balance 12/31/89 $ 293.65
SURREY LANE SUBDIVISION — MAINTENANCE BOND




Balance 12/31/90 $ 13,765.50
WELLINGTON FARMS SUBDIVISION— ENGINEERING FEES




Balance 12/31/90 $ 401.99
Elaine C. Wooles, Treasurer
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TOWN CLERK 1990
Motor vehicles registered 2104
Collected $172,188.00
Paid Treasurer $172,188.00
Title applications filed 375
Collected $750.00
Paid Treasurer $750.00
Dog licenses issued 283
Collected $1,805.00
Paid Treasurer $1,805.00
UCC fees collected $1,901.50
Paid Treasurer $1,901.50
Certified copy fees collected $236.00
Paid Treasurer $236.00
Notorizing fees collected $ 128.00
Paid Treasurer $128.00
Marriage license fees collected $2,483.00
Paid Treasurer $2,483.00
Filing fees collected $ 1 1 .00
Paid Treasurer $11.00








Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1989
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning







Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes






Property Taxes 12,252.82 3,258.00
Overpayments:
Property Taxes 22.50 1,141.06
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Taxes 3,954.26 21,760.59
Total Debits $ 2,436,006.15 $539,920.52


















Uncollected Taxes End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes




$ 2,436,006. 15 $ 539,920.52
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
DR.
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1989 1988 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year: $ 117,025.14 $ 11,653.23
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year: $ 269,636.67
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution: 4,131.18 6,679.31 3,203.58
Redemption Cost: 1,276.00 541.00 174.50




Redemptions $ 92,439.29 $ 31,247.22 $ 11,607.69
Interest & Cost
after Sale 4,131.18 6,679.31 3,203.58
Redemption Costs 1,276.00 541.00 174.50
Deeded To Town During Year 51.16 48.23 45.54
Unredeemed Taxes End of Yr 177,146.22 85,729.69
Total Credits $ 275,043.85 $ 124,245.45 $ 15,031.31
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Purchase of Land for Public Safety Complex
Period Annual
Ending Principal Rate Interest Total
01-15-91 0.00 1,392.50 1,392.50
07-15-91 25,000.00 6.10 1,392.50 26,392.50
01-15-92 0.00 630.00 630.00
07-15-92 20,000.00 6.30 630.00 20,630.00





















































































Account Budget Expenditures Balance
4130-101 Elected Officials 7,200.00 -7,199.99 0.01
4130-102 Fulltime Employees 32,600.00 -35,048.92 -2,448.92
4130-103 Parttime Employees 4,400.00 -3,638.95 761.05
4130-209 Printing & Pubs 350.00 -350.00 0.00
4130-210 Books & Subscriptions 335.00 -381.16 -46.16
4130-211 Dues & Memberships 840.00 -789.85 50.15
4130-212 Education & Training 650.00 -710.00 -60.00
4130-213 Meetings & Conference 485.00 -335.00 150.00
4130-214 Auto Allowance 400.00 -323.98 76.02
4130-215 Food & Meals 50.00 -6.25 43.75
Total Executive 47,310.00 -48,784.10 -1,474.10
4140-101 Elected Officials 12,980.00 -13,306.86 -326.86
4140-103 Parttime Employees 1,900.00 -1,660.67 239.33
4140-202 Technical Supplies 100.00 -124.14 -24.14
4140-209 Printing & Pubs 3,100.00 -3,490.00 -390.00
4140-210 Books & Subscriptions 60.00 -17.00 43.00
4140-211 Dues & Memberships 15.00 -30.00 -15.00
4140-213 Meetings & Conference 325.00 -184.55 140.45
4140-214 Auto Allowance 125.00 -31.60 93.40
4140-215 Food & Meals 300.00 -309.62 -9.62
4140-216 Advertising 100.00 0.00 100.00
4140-219 Contractual Service 150.00 -150.00 0.00
4140-221 Miscellaneous 350.00 -378.41 -28.41
Total Election & Registration 19,505.00 -19,682.85 -177.85
4150-101 Elected Officials 12,870.00 -14,324.82 -1,454.82
4150-103 Parttime Employees 6,600.00 -8,787.70 -2,187.70
4150-201 Office Supplies 1,400.00 -1,349.63 50.37
4150-207 Utilities 1,900.00 -2,085.43 -185.43
4150-208 Equipment Rep & Maint 200.00 -810.49 -610.49
4150-209 Printing & Pubs 50.00 -194.00 -144.00
4150-210 Books & Subscriptions 65.00 -55.00 10.00
4150-211 Dues & Memberships 35.00 -122.00 -87.00
4150-213 Meetings & Conferences 315.00 -451.48 -136.48
4150-214 Auto Allowance 100.00 -50.46 49.54
4150-215 Food & Meals 0.00 -2.15 -2.15
4150-216 Advertising 50.00 -203.71 -153.71
4150-217 Postage 1,250.00 -981.25 268.75
4150-219 Contract Services 15,250.00 -17,426.00 -2,176.00
4150-220 Professional Services 100.00 -344.95 -244.95
4150-221 Miscellaneous 0.00 -19.17 -19.17
4150-223 Equipment/Capital Outlay 200.00 -387.25 -187.25
Total Financial Administration 40^85.00 -47,595.49 -7,210.49
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4153-220 Professional Services Gen 7,000.00
4153-221 Miscellaneous 0.00




Total Legal Expenses 14,500.00 -11,572.76 2,927.24
4155-000 Employee Benefits 0.00





Total Employee Benefits 38,515.00 -39,749.00 1,234.00
4191-103 Parttime Employees 4,600.00
4191-201 Office Supplies 50.00
4191-202 Technical Supplies 20.00
4191-204 Program Materials 0.00
4191-209 Printing & Pubs 1,100.00
4191-210 Books & Subscriptions 200.00
4191-211 Dues & Memberships 1,210.00
4191-212 Education & Training 75.00
4191-213 Meetings & Conference 100.00
4191-214 Auto Expense 300.00
4191-216 Advertising 1,100.00
4191-217 Postage 1,000.00
4191-219 Contractual Services 7,000.00
4191-220 Professional Services 3,500.00
4191-221 Miscellaneous 50.00

















Total Planning and Zoning 20,305.00 -12,500.16 7,804.84
4194-103 Parttime Employees
4194-202 Technical Supplies
4 194-203 Const & Maint. Supplies
4194-207 Utilities






4194-225 Buildings Capital Expense











Total Government Building 10,500.00 -8,589.06 1,910.94
4195-103 Parttime Employees
















4199-221 Contingency Fund 5,400.00 -1,267.00 4,133.00
Total Other General Government 5,400.00 -1,267.00 4,133.00
42 10- 102 Fulltime Employees
42 10- 103 Parttime Employees
42 10-104 Special Detail
4210-201 Office Supplies
4210-202 Technical Supplies
4210-205 Uniforms & Clothing
4210-207 Utilities
42 10-208 Equipment Rep & Maint
4210-209 Printing & Pubs
42 10-2 10 Books & Subscriptions
42 10-211 Dues & Memberships















4240-212 Education & Training
4240-213 Meetings & Conference
4240-214 Auto Expense
4240-219 Contractual Services




























4290-201 Office Supplies 100.00
4290-204 Program Materials 300.00
4290-210 Books & Subscriptions 100.00
4290-219 Contractual Services 0.00
4290-223 Equipment Capital Expense 500.00








4299-223 Equipment Capital Expense 500.00
Total Other Public Safety 4,500.00
4312-101 Elected Officials 4,600.00
4312-103 Parttime Employees 8,800.00
4312-202 Technical Supplies 0.00
4312-203 Const & Maint. Supplies 58,350.00
4312-207 Utilities 850.00
43 12-211 Dues & Memberships 0.00
4312-218 Rent 37,800.00
4312-219 Contractual Services 4,600.00
Total Highway Department 115,000.00
4316-207 Utilities 2,250.00
Total Street Lighting 2,250.00
432 1-2 1 1 Dues & Memberships 10,200.00
Total Admin. Sanitation 10,200.00
4323-209 Printing & Pubs 0.00






















Total Solid Waste Collection 59,250.00 -65,162.32 -5,912.32
4324-103 Parttime Employees 1,450.00
4324-206 Fuels 0.00
4324-209 Printing & Pubs 0.00





















44 1 1-103 Parttime Employees
44 1 1 -2 1
1
Dues & Memberships
44 1 1 -2 1
3
Meetings & Conference








4444-215 Food & Meals
4444-218 Rent
4444-221 Miscellaneous




4520-226 Other Capital Outlay
Total Parks & Recreation
4550-103 Parttime Employees




46 1 1-209 Printing & Pubs
4611-211 Dues & Memberships
46 1 1-2 1 Meetings & Conferences
46 1 1-2 14 Auto Allowance
46 1 1-22 Miscellaneous
































4711-003 Payment-Princ. on Bonds 25,000.00
Total Principal Long Term 25,000.00
4721-001 Interest-Bonds 4,260.00
Total Interest-Bonds/Note 4,260.00
4723-001 Interest on Tax Ant. Notes 0.00
4723-220 Professional Service 19,100.00
Total Interest-Tax/Notes 19,100.00
Total Refunds 0.00
4908-997 American Red Cross #27 200.00
4908-998 New Human Serv. Org. #26 700.00
4908-999 Human Services Org. #25 3,500.00
Total Human Services 4,400.00 -4,378.00 22.00
4909-993 1st Rescue Vehicle #24 15,000.00
4909-994 Computer Art #19 6,100.00
4909-997 Portable Radios #23 4,500.00
4909-999 Restore Town Rec Art #20 1,000.00
Total Other Capital Projects 26,600.00 11,652.05 17,140.10
4914-997 Conserv. Land Fund #30 5,000.00
4914-998 Library Building Fund #29 5,000.00
49 14-999 Fire Truck Fund #12 24,000.00
Total Transfers to Cap. Res. Funds 34,000.00
Total Town Of Hampton Falls 778,940.00
Total All Funds 778,940.00
Encumbered Articles
1987-1989
Account Budget Expenditures Balance
4909-998 #15/89 Municipal Complex 10,555.00 -10,462.85 92.15
4904-999 #23/89 Dry Hydrant Study 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00
4909-995 #22/87 Dump Fence 2,100.00 0.00 2,100.00













47 1 1-002 Tax Anticipation Notes 950,000.00
47 12-00
1
Taxes Bought by Town 269,636.67
4712-002 Refunds & Rebates 14,978.99
4931-000 Rockingham County 162,950.00
4933-000 Elementary School 1,366,548.00
4933-001 High School 420,255.00




It has been an honor to provide Emergency Medical Services to your
community in 1990. We look forward to continuing these services in the fu-
ture.
Over the past few years we have worked out a multi-tiered system to provide
you with the best medical care possible. The Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire
Department are the first responders at emergency situations. Our service,
Seacoast Ambulance, Inc., then works with the Department at the scene and
then we transport to the nearest hospital.
In 1990 we had forty-two emergency responses to the Town of Hampton
Falls with thirty-eight patients being transported to medical facilities. Four
people refused treatment on transportation and we did eight non-emergency
transfers.
During the year we implemented the use of EMT-Intermediates and we are













Charlyn E. Brown Term Expires 1991
Charles P. Graham Term Expires 1993
Paul A. Nason Term Expires 1992
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
James H. Weiss, B.A., M.Ed., Ed.D.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Leon R. Worthley, B.S., M.S.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Fred Engelbach, B.A., B.C.E., M.S.
PRINCIPAL








Carri, Plodzik, and Sanderson
Concord, New Hampshire
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Hampton Falls School District
March 8, 1990
The meeting was opened by the Moderator, J. Timothy Samway, at 7:35 p.m.
The following Lincoln Akerman School students led those present in the
salute to the flag:
The winners of the Fosters Daily Democrat Writing Contest: Laura Rice,
Kate Harrington, and Jessica Mitchell.
The third place team winners of the Seacoast Region Mathcounts Contest:
William Haines, Lori DeCosta, JeffJassmond, Ashley Russell, Todd Savage,
Dan Whaley, and Elizabeth Harvey.
The winner of the Lincoln Akerman School National Spelling Bee Contest:
Dan Whaley.
Mr. Samway proceeded to announce that no smoking was allowed in the
school gymnasium. He also pointed out a seating section set aside for non-
voters.
Mr. Samway introduced himself as the School Moderator. He continued to
introduce School Board members: Chairwoman Linda Champagne, Charlyn
Brown, and Paul Nason along with School Clerk, Holly Knowles.
He also introduced: Dr. Norman Katner, Superintendent of Schools; Leon
Worthley, Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum; Fred Englebach, Assis-
tant Superintendent of Business and Finances; Richard Sanborn, Acting
Principal of Lincoln Akerman School; H. Wilson Eaves, Assistant Principal
of Lincoln Akerman School; Alfred Casassa, Legal Counsel; Dr. James
Weiss, Superintendent Elect; and Gloria Titone, Chairwoman of the Win-
nacunnet School Board and representative from Hampton Falls.
Mr. Samway went on to recognize Richard Bohm, retiring Town Moderator.
The audience applauded Mr. Bohm for his many years of service in this
position.
Mr. Samway then read the following rules:
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1. Once an article taken up in the budget or in the warrant is finished no
further action may be taken on it with the exception of one reconsid-
eration in case of error or misunderstanding. A request for reconsid-
eration must be made in a timely manner.
2. There will be a limit of 2 amendments to any article or any motion or
part of a specific article.
3. Any lengthy motion shall be submitted to the Moderator in writing.
4. The Chair will recognize first a sponsor of any article or item in the
warrant.
5. All speakers must be recognized by the Moderator and address their
remarks through the Chair.
6. All speakers clearly state their name for the clerk to record.
At the request of T. Samway, Charlyn Brown moved that the Moderator be
excused from reading the complete 1990 School District Warrant at this time.
Seconded by Linda Champagne. Passed. Mr. Samway then read a portion of
the 1990 School District Warrant.
Linda Champagne moved that the District vote to allow the Superintendent
of Schools, his staff, the principal, the assistant principal, and legal counsel
to speak or answer questions when requested. Seconded by Charlyn Brown.
Passed.
Mr. Samway acknowledged Paul Nason who explained the budget and tax
processes used by the School Board in determining the proposed figures. Mr.
Nason referred the public to the blue and yellow handouts that had been
distributed.
He explained that the budget process (zero-based approach) had been open
to the public through a series of meetings. The Board adopted a "status quo"
budget and did a line item review and a process review. Mr. Nason listed three
levels of cuts: 1. staff and administration, 2. line item cuts in the workshops,
and 3. additional cuts at the District meeting. He also stated that a fourth
opportunity to cut will occur in the implementation of the budget during the
school year.
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Mr. Nason went on to explain the various graphs in the yellow Education-
gram handout to further clarify the School Board's authority and reasoning
toward determining this year's budget which has been cut and deferred. He
said the value of the program is consistent with the cost of the program. Mr.
Nason pointed out, however, that although the Board will use this approach
next year, he doesn't think they will be able to cut as much without seriously
cutting into the necessary educational aspects.
Town Selectwoman, Suzanne Breiseth, asked Mr. Nason if the budget
included the bond issue and was told that it did not.
ARTICLE 1: Paul Nason moved that the District vote to raise and appropri-
ate thesum of$20,000 (Twenty Thousand Dollars) to replace the deteriorated
roofing on the original school building. Seconded by Charlyn Brown.
Before the actual voting took place, Mr. Nason displayed a series of charts
to the public explaining the location of the needed roof repair as well as the
four options that were considered before the $20,000 (Twenty Thousand
Dollars) option was chosen.
ARTICLE 1 passed.
ARTICLE 2: Charlyn Brown moved that the District vote to authorize the
Hampton Falls School Board to accept State and/or Federal grants and/or
gifts for the Hampton Falls School District. Seconded by Linda Champagne.
Passed.
ARTICLE 3: Linda Champagne moved that the District raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $1,463,493 (One Million, Four Hundred Sixty-Three Thou-
sand, Four Hundred Ninety-Three Dollars) exclusive of the special money
article for the support of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and
Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. The
amount moved was $12,740 (Twelve Thousand, Seven Hundred Forty
Dollars) less than the amount contained in the town report as the School
Board Budget. Seconded by Charlyn Brown.
Charlyn Brown instructed those in attendance to turn to page 43A of the
report. She then pointed out where the reductions occur.
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Page 45A Account #2210-324 should read #2210-350
Page 47A Account #2542-432 (eliminate whole line)
Changes in Section Totals:
Total School Board Corrected
Page Changed Proposed Amount
43A Regular Inst. $481,917 $481,117
46A Educ. Media 14,365 14,065
46A Board of Educ. 13,659 12,889
47A Sch. Administ. 81,426 77,426
48A Sites 4,920 4,250
49A Totals 1,413,197 1,405,457
49A School Lunch 63,036 58,036
49A Grand Total 1,496,233 1,483,493
Additional Changes:
Page Section Changed 90-91 Budget Corrected
Amount
51A 1700 Lunch Sales $ 33,416 $ 38,416
51A Tot. Rev. & Cred. 75,544 80,544
51A Dist. Assessm. 1,420,689 1,402,949
51A Tot. Rev. & Asses. 1,496,233 1,483,493
Mr. Samway then proceeded section by section through the proposed budget
giving the public the opportunity for questioning. No questions were asked
with the exception of the following account sections:
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Page 46A - Town Selectman, Thomas Beeler, asked how the Total SAU
Expense figures were arrived at. The Board explained that there is only one
public meeting in December each year (it was held at Lincoln Akerman in
1989) during which time the final vote is taken.
Resident Mark Coellner then asked why the Total SAU Expenses increased
so much and was told that it was because of Seabrook's reassessment
whereby other towns were forced to increase their shares and also because of
increased costs in general.
Page 47A - Regarding 2500 series - Resident Charles Graham asked where
the authorization for the 6 1/2% raise for the non-contractual school person-
nel came from. The board listed several sources: 1. what the teachers have
negotiated, 2. what SESPA personnel receive, 3. how salaries in this category
compare to others in SAU 21.
Selectwoman Suzanne Breiseth pointed out that the Town employees are
seeking a 4.5% cost of living increase.
Page 47A - ResidentMark Coellner questioned the increase in the principal's
salary and was assured it was necessary in order to draw talented applicants
to Lincoln Akerman School.
Page 48A - 2553-510 - Special needs transportation - Resident Nathaniel
Lyon stated that in his opinion the Town is taking a chance in having to pay
the transportation costs for special needs children because of the School
Board's $00 proposal in that area.
There being no more questions on ARTICLE 3, a vote was taken and passed.
ARTICLE 4: Charlyn Brown moved that the District accept the reports of
Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen. Seconded by Linda
Champagne. Passed.
Mr. Samway asked if there was any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.
Resident Dan DeWitt publicly congratulated the School Board for "holding
the line" so well. Resident Nancy Irish said she thought the open forums were
successful. Mr. Nason said the process will be repeated next year but they
may not be able to hold the budget down as much.Shirley Gustavson asked
what the status was regarding the possibility of South Hampton students
attending Lincoln Akerman School and was told they had decided to go
elsewhere.
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Dr. Norman Katner recognized retiring School Board member, Linda Cham-
pagne. She will receive a plaque for her dedicated services while on the
Board.
Because ofan oversight on the part of the printers, verification ofthe posting
of the School District Warrant was mistakenly omitted from the 1989 Town
and School Report. A signed statement attesting to the posting of Warrant
was therefore handed from the School Board to the School Clerk.
Frank Ferreira, Jr. motioned for adjournment. Seconded by John Irish.
Passed.
The moderator declared the meeting closed at 9:45 p.m., 03-08-90.
Police Chief Andrew Christie reported attendance figures for this evenings




The results of the school elections on March 13, 1990 are as follows:
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER FOR 3 YEARS
Charles P. Graham 410
Scattered 3
SCHOOL MODERATOR FOR 1 YEAR
J. Timothy Samway 405
SCHOOL TREASURER FOR 1 YEAR
Frederick E. Wilde 426
SCHOOL CLERK FOR 1 YEAR
Holly E. Knowles 436
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Winnacunnet Coop. School District
Election Results March 13, 1990
Hampton Falls, NH results only:
MODERATOR FOR 1 YEAR
Arthur J. Moody 35
Scattered 17
SCHOOL BOARD FOR 3 YEARS
William McLaughlin (Seabrook) 293
Gloria Titone (Hamp. Falls) 404
Scattered 8
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 Worth Main Street Ccooard, N.H. 03301 (603)225-69%
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Hampton Falls School District
Hampton Falls, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Hampton Falls School District and the individual fund financial statements of
the School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1990, as listed in
the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Hampton Falls School
District at June 30, 1990, and the results of its operations for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in
our opinion, the individual fund financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of each of
the individual funds of the School District at June 30, 1990, and the results
of operations of such funds for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
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To the Members of the School Board,
Superintendent of Schools and the Business Manager
Hampton Falls School District
Hampton Falls, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Hampton Falls School District
for the year ended June 30, 1990 and have issued our report thereon dated
August 14, 1990. In connection with our audit, we reviewed and tested the
School District's systems of internal accounting control and operating
procedures to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the systems as
required by generally accepted auditing standards. The purpose of our review
of these systems was not to express an opinion on internal accounting control,
and it would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
In the following paragraphs, we present our comments and recommendations for
improving specific aspects of the School District's systems and procedures.
We also refer you to the Appendix to this letter which explains the purpose of
our review, its limitations, and the professional standards involved.
GENERAL
Typically, a report of this type places a greater emphasis on findings of a
critical nature. Therefore, to put our comments and recommendations in proper
perspective, it should be noted that the weaknesses observed are not
necessarily the result of poor management. Oftentimes, they are due to
factors outside the control of the School District's personnel, such as
organizational restrictions, budgetary limitations, or inadequate software
systems. We have noted many positive aspects of the School District's
financial management and procedures which are not set forth in this report.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FUND
During the course of the audit, there were some problems encountered in
reconciling the Student Activities Fund of the Lincoln Akerman School. We
noted some improvements over the previous year, in that bank reconciliations
and summary reports were prepared monthly. However, the two were not in
agreement, which made the summaries meaningless.
Also, there were several instances of both receipts and disbursements being
recorded in the check register, but not being posted to the activity ledger
sheets. There also was no record made of to whom checks were drawn. Because
of these incomplete records, the audited balance at June 30, 1990 includes an
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HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
JUNE 30, 1990
unclassified overdraft of $772, which we were unable to associate with any
particular student activity.
In addition, there was an overdraft of $1,337 in the Eighth Grade Account
which needs to be addressed.
The Student Activities Fund is an Agency Fund which is established to maintain
the monies of each of the various student groups within the school. The
District is acting in a custodial capacity in administering this fund. For
this reason it is very important that accurate and detailed records be
maintained for all amounts received and disbursed, and that no student group
be allowed to disburse more funds than it has in the account.
Again, we recommend that a detailed monthly summary of all activity be
prepared and submitted to the District office for review. The total on this
summary must equal the reconciled bank balance at the end of the respective
month. Any variances should be analyzed and corrected at that time. At year
end, a final summary should be prepared, which would combine all the monthly
summaries.
A policy should be established to ensure that no activity gets in a deficit
position. Management needs to decide how to classify the amount shown as
unclassified at June 30, 1990, and make sure that all activity is properly
recorded to preclude any other transactions being unclassified. In this
regard, it may be appropriate for management to consider another bookkeeping
system which is more suitable and efficient.
GENERAL FIXED ASSETS
In order to comply with generally accepted accounting principles, the District
should maintain a complete and detailed record of its general fixed assets
valued at historical cost. In keeping with the practice followed by most
other school districts in New Hampshire, such records are not maintained. Ve
recommend that the District give future consideration to establishing a system
for maintaining appropriate records of its investment in fixed assets.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those persons whose
cooperation and assistance have helped us to achieve efficiencies in
completing our audit.
After you have reviewed our report, we would be pleased to meet with you to





REPORT FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I am very pleased to submit this Superintendent's Annual Report to the
people ofHampton Falls. This has been a year of transition for SAU #21 and
the Hampton Falls School District with the retirement of Dr. Norman C.
Katner and my arrival in July. Dr. Katner contributed much to the children
of Hampton Falls, and his efforts will be missed.
Administrative changes also occurred at the local district level with the
appointment of Mrs. Mary Lyster as Principal of the Lincoln Akerman
School. Mrs. Lyster brings many years of experience to Lincoln Akerman
School and will be assisted by long-time science teacher and Assistant
Principal Richard Sanborn. Special Education Coordinator Wilson Eaves
remained on board through December and then resumed his retirement.
With the opening of the new athletic field, the Hampton Falls School Board
marked the end of its school addition project. Also accomplished during the
year were roof replacement and asbestos abatement projects. Lincoln Aker-
mannow provides excellentmodern facilities for all the children ofHampton
Falls.
During the year, the School Board embarked upon a long-range planning
activity with a community forum attended by over 100 staff and community
members. Further, the School Board Members set aside time at each Board
meeting to review and revise the District's Policy Manual. Both projects will
set the tone for the District as it enters the 21st Century. Under the direction
of the School Board, Lincoln Akerman School has made a concerted effort
to involve the parents and community in the educational process. School
Volunteer and Adult Education Programs have been begun.
Special Programs broadened the lives of all Lincoln Akerman School
students this year. The BEAR Program championed by Principal Lyster has
focused attention upon reading and literacy. The Arts Ambassador Program
taught students much about the people ofthe SovietUnion through art, music
and dance. Working with Police ChiefGlover, Hampton Falls participated in
both DARE and Bicycle Safety Programs. Just prior to Christmas, over 150
grandparents shared lunch with their Lincoln Akerman students and learned
about the Boston Post Cane from Selectman Nate Lyon.
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The Lincoln Akerman School affords all its students the opportunity to
receive a well-rounded education, aimed at making each and every child a
creative thinker and problem-solver. The community and School Board have
much of which to be proud.
Respectfully submitted,




This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
the official records. The information is complete and correct to the best ofour
knowledge and belief.
James H. Weiss, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
Charlyn E. Brown, Chairman
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HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT SEMI ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE
PERIOD ANNUAL
ENDING PRINCIPAL RATE INTEREST TOTAL
1-15-91 0.00 75,883.75 75,883.75
7-15-91 115,000.00 6.100 75,883.75 190,883.75
1-15-92 0.00 72,376.25 72,376.25
7-15-92 125,000.00 6.300 72,376.25 197,376.25
1-15-93 0.00 68,438.75 68,438.75
7-15-93 130,000.00 6.600 68,438.75 198,438.75
1-15-94 0.00 64,148.75 64,148.75
7-15-94 140,000.00 6.800 64,148.75 204,148.75
1-15-95 0.00 59,388.75 59,388.75
7-15-95 150,000.00 6.950 59,388.75 209,388.75
1-15-96 0.00 54,176.25 54,176.25
7-15-96 160,000.00 7.050 54,176.25 214,176.25
1-15-97 0.00 48,536.25 48,536.25
7-15-97 175,000.00 7.250 48,536.25 223,536.25
1-15-98 0.00 42,192.50 42,192.50
7-15-98 185,000.00 7.400 42,192.50 227,192.50
1-15-99 .00 35,347.50 35,347.50
7-15-99 200,000.00 7.550 35,347.50 235,347.50
1-15-00 0.00 27,797.50 27,797.50
7-15-00 215,000.00 7.750 27,797.50 242,797.50
1-15-01 0.00 19,466.25 19,466.25
7-15-01 235,000.00 7.950 19,466.25 254,466.25
1-15-02 0.00 10,125.00 10,125.00
7-15-02 250,000.00 8.100 10,125.00 260,125.00
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HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT SEMI-ANNUAL DEBT
SERVICE SCHEDULE
PERIOD ANNUAL
ENDING PRINCIPAL RATE INTEREST TOTAL
1-15-91 0.00 75,883.75 75,883.75
7-15-91 115,000.00 6.100 75,883.75 190,883.75
1-15-92 0.00 72,376.25 72,376.25
7-15-92 125,000.00 6.300 72,376.25 197,376.25
1-15-93 0.00 68,438.75 68,438.75
7-15-93 130,000.00 6.600 68,438.75 198,438.75
1-15-94 0.00 64,148.75 64,148.75
7-15-94 140,000.00 6.800 64,148.75 204,148.75
1-15-95 0.00 59,388.75 59,388.75
7-15-95 150,000.00 6.950 59,388.75 209,388.75
1-15-96 0.00 54,176.25 54,176.25
7-15-96 160,000.00 7.050 54,176.25 214,176.25
1-15-97 0.00 48,536.25 48,536.25
7-15-97 175,000.00 7.250 48,536.25 223,536.25
1-15-98 0.00 42,192.50 42,192.50
7-15-98 185,000.00 7.400 42,192.50 227,192.50
1-15-99 0.00 35,347.50 35,347.50
7-15-99 200,000.00 7.550 35,347.50 235,347.50
1-15-00 0.00 27,797.50 27,797.50
7-15-00 215,000.00 7.750 27,797.50 242,797.50
1-15-01 0.00 19,466.25 19,466.25
7-15-01 235,000.00 7.950 19,466.25 254,466.25
1-15-02 0.00 10,125.00 10,125.00
7-15-02 250,000.00 8.100 10,125.00 260,125.00





Richard Sanborn, Interim Principal/Science
Wilson Eaves, Interim Ass't Principal/
Special Ed Director
Michael Adams, Music
Joan Alexander, Reading Specialist
Nancy Burbank, Art
Margie Dillon, Guidance
Doris L. Finnigan, Grade 4
Janice E. Galloway, Grade 5
Janet Hambleton, Grade 3
Tracy Healey, Nurse
Judith Margarita, Social Studies
Michelle McCann-Corti, Guidance
Maureen O'Donnell, Speech
Patricia O'Keefe, Grade 2
Melissa Robinson, Math
Rotondo, Cheryl, Science
Marsha Schofield, Grade 1
Mamie Tronsor, Resource Room
John M. Walker, Physical Education
Paul J. Whitmore, English



































































Note: In order to qualify for perfect attendance, a
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampton Falls
1990
DOB Name Sex Parents
Ronald & Wendy Lane
Matthew & Cathleen Roy
Daniel & Heidi Spinale
Gene & Karen Roe
John & Kelly Walor
William & Candace Dolan
Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampton Falls
1990
Date Name Age Sex
1/31 Benjamin Lane M
3/30 Mitchell Roy M
5/17 Daniel Spinale M







2/7 Katherine Gannon 74 F
3/14 Lizette Pritchard 73 F
5/12 Herbert Tonry 71 M
5/29 Dorothy Barnaby 70 F
6/3 Martha Batchelder 100 F
6/3 Russell Merrill 90 M
8/10 Geraldine Brown 92 F
8/23 Edward Laura 79 M
8/23 Joseph Sliva 57 M
8/25 Marion Janvrin 89 F
10/23 Bernard Mark 76 M
12/27 David Kinder 5 M
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampton Falls
1990
Place Name of Groom
Date Marriage & Bride Residence
1/1 Wakefield Donald Brown, Sr. H. Falls
Thelma Pretty H. Falls
5/11 Seabrook William Mann H. Falls
Belinda Hallinan H. Falls
5/26 H. Falls Thomas Marchell H. Falls
Cynthia Wojcicki H. Falls
6/16 Manchester Charles Dutton H. Falls
Marcia Harmes Londonderry
6/23 H. Falls Billy Jenkins, Sr. Scottsmoor, FL
Vickie Bassett H. Falls
6/24 Rye Beach Richard Marshall Westville,S.AFR
Janet Walker H. Falls
7/7 Greenland Charles Begin Raymond
Patricia Ham H. Falls
7/21 Exeter Abraham Shoubash Merrimack
Katherine Wagstaff H. Falls
8/3 H. Falls Lawrence Wyman Exeter
Virginia Davis H. Falls
8/18 H. Falls Everett Eaton, Jr. H. Falls
Pamela Stilson Exeter
9/1 H. Falls Joseph Manfra Ipswich, MA
Melissa Follansbee H. Falls
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampton Falls
1990 (continued)
Place Name of Groom
Date Marriage & Bride Residence
9/23 Hampton William Godbout Biddeford, ME
Randi Barrett H. Falls
9/29 H. Falls Steven Walker H. Falls
Anne Routhier H. Falls
9/29 Exeter Martin Wood Princeton, MA
Linda Donoghue H. Falls
10/27 Hampton Jay Lord II H. Falls
Priscilla Sawyer H. Falls
12/15 H. Falls Edward Beattie II Newfields
Tracy Healey H. Falls
12/22 H. Falls Ronald Richard, Jr. West Brookfield,MA
Sandra Maguire H. Falls
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